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WHAT DO DEION SANDERS AND
WORLD SERIES BASEBALL '95
HAVE IN COMMON...
THEY'RE BOTH IN A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN.

The Reds' Deion Sanders steps up to face the Braves' Greg Maddux!

Albert Belle of the Indians rips a shot off the Orioles' Mike Mussina!

- All 28 Major League Teams & 700 Major League Players, including McGriff, Bagwell, Ken, Canseco and Bonds!
- Draft & trade players.
- League, All-Star, Playoffs & World Series action!
- Multi-player leagues—several friends can all be in a league together.
- Large battery saves complete individual, team and league leaders statistics.
- All-Time Great Players, including Lou Gehrig, Dizzy Dean & Ty Cobb!
- "THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER... ALL THE STATS, ALL THE STADIUMS, INCREDIBLE ANIMATION... WORLD SERIES BASEBALL '95 HAS IT ALL."
  —Dave Wendling, Game Fan Magazine!

Roberto Alomar faces Jack McDowell in all-star batting mode.
I was confronted with a tough decision recently. With paper costs soaring, and our commitment to staying below 40% advertising to editorial, I had to make a tough choice. Cut the quantity, or raise the price of GameFan. Quality is what we found 6F on. Our book is literally wall to wall ink, and cheap paper just won't hold it. We feel by including GF32 within the book, rather than spinning it off as others have, you're still getting the best value for your magazine dollar.

I wish I could stress to you how hard it is to put together a magazine of this quality in today's day and age while competing with huge corporations that are able to throw horde of money in to promotions etc. GameFan is still a privately owned enthusiast based publication. We're really just a bunch of gamers who got fed up with the system and together, with your support, have been able to build a successful business on limited revenues. We never thought we'd become this big in such a short time frame. Now that we are, we have to become as good at business as we are at games.

Sure, we could sell out, take on some huge investor and just sit back and make a mediocre magazine. But that is not what GF is all about. I know I may sound like I'm on the 'di soapbox, but that's just the way it is. Raising the price was hard to do, and more than a little scary, as we are still a growing publication. But unfortunately, we have two industries to worry about. The other one is publishing and we're in the middle of a serious paper crisis. We will continue to bring you the finest publication humanly possible; you have our word on that.

I've been watching a new trend evolve over the last year... the recent surge of highly talented American design houses. They've come from around the globe and have all perked it right here, in America.

For the past six years the majority of the really great games have come from Japan. Companies like Game Arts, Treasure, Konami Japan, Capcom Japan, Sonic, Climax, Nextech, A&J, Square, Enix, and Nintendos of Japan have been responsible for much of 16-bit's astonishing success.

Games like Sliphed, Lunar, Gunstar Heroes, Dynamic Healthy, Lord Stacker, Shining Force X, Virtus Racing, the Final Fantasy series, Act Raiser, Mario World, StarFox, and Metroid, just to name a few, have captivated US audiences. But the tide is slowly shifting as talented American development houses continue to emerge.

Here's a few of these great new developers and their latestwares.

Shiny Entertainment, Earth Worn Jim and the upcoming EW3:2; BlueSky, Stimpy's Invention, JP Rampage Edition, and the upcoming 16-bit wonder, Vector Man; Scavenger Red Zone, Nitro Wreckers, and the upcoming X-Men 3 for the Saturn and 32X; Clockwork Torroise-Batman & Robin; Iguana-NBA Jam, and the upcoming Saturn Batman Forever for Acclaim; Crystal Dynamics-Gex, Total Eclipse, Crash & Burn, and several upcoming Saturn and PlayStation titles; Westwood Studios-Jungle Book and Lion King; and BOSS Studios, whom you'll hear from very soon.

Many of these companies are developing games that show the same ingenuity and originality as the afore mentioned Japanese titles. Although some of these companies originated in Europe they are all now enjoying the shaked, rain-drenched shores of California, and other sun-drenched locales throughout the US.

While we are still well behind in the role-playing field, everywhere else, we seem to be closing the gap, and in many cases even setting new standards. This trend couldn't come at a better time. We are currently enjoying the wares of nine platforms, and four more are about to enter the fray, so now more than ever we need an abundance of talented designers, working on a multitude of platforms both here and overseas.

'95 & '96 will undoubtedly be the most exciting years in video game history. As our world grows through licensing, and the emergence of the big three's next generation consoles, together with those already in place... we're going to need a lot of silicon.
IT WILL TAKE YOU A MILLION LIGHT YEARS FROM HOME.

STARGATE

BUT WILL IT BRING YOU BACK?

BATTLE RA'S MORPHING HENCHMEN!
DESERT DOGFIGHT IN A STOLEN GLIDER!
O'NEIL HEATS UP THE PALACE GUARDS!
FIREFIGHT IN THE STREETS OF NAGADA!

LOOK FOR STARGATE™ ON HOME VIDEO FROM LIVE® ENTERTAINMENT

STARSHIELD™ & © 1994 Le Studio Canace (U.S.) All rights reserved. TM designates a trademark of Le Studio Canace (U.S.) Nintendo, Super Nintendo Entertainment System, Game Boy and the official seals are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. © 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega, Genesis & Game Gear are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.
Contains **none** of the U.S. Recommended Daily Allowances of vitamins and minerals.
Whether the FDA approves or not, your eating habits are about to change. Meet GEX™, your tongue-snapping, smart-ass alter ego. With this gecko’s gravity defying grip and thrashing tail, you’ll prowl a twisted world of TV-villains and B-movie scoundrels, hurling wicked one-liners and fireballs. It’s one brain-frying, TV-land trip, where dining out means crunchy dragonflies, juicy grasshoppers, tasty fleas and caterpillars. Not exactly the colonel’s snack’n pak, but lip-smackin’ good, just the same. Without these skanky nuggets o’bug guts to munch for power, you’re roadkill, baby. Oh, you’ll bust a few of Miss Manners’ rules in this 32-bit battle. But hey, only wussies worry about good taste, right?

Call 1-900-737-4767 95¢/min. 18 or older; touch-tone phone only to hear Dana Gould’s hilarious GEX routines. Yeah, it’ll cost you a little, but you’ll cough up a lung as he sends you reeling with side-splitting laughter like only a guy who GD’d on 70’s TV can.

Crystal Dynamics and GEX are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics, Inc. 3DO, the 3DO logo and Interactive Multiplayer are trademarks of The 3DO Company. ©1994 Crystal Dynamics Inc. All rights reserved.
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TAKE THE LAW INTO YOUR OWN HANDS
JUNE ’95
As if it weren't enough having the most killer system on the face of the earth, we created some of the most mind-blowing, head-exploding games in the universe. All you have to do is take one look at what the magazine critics have been saying and you'll know that the Atari Jaguar is where it's at.
TOP TEN

1. Donkey Kong Country (SNES)
2. Final Fantasy III (SNES)
3. Mortal Kombat II (SNES)
4. Earthworm Jim (Genesis)
5. Doom (Jaguar)
6. Sonic & Knuckles (Genesis)
7. Alien Vs. Predator (Jaguar)
8. Earthworm Jim (SNES)
9. Super Metroid (SNES)
10. Super SF 2 Turbo (3DO)

MOST WANTED

1. Killer Instinct (Ultra 64)
2. Starfox 2 (SNES)
3. Mortal Kombat III (SNES)
4. Virtua Fighter (Saturn)
5. NBA Jam TE (SNES)
6. Mega Man X (SNES)
7. Daytona USA (Saturn)
8. Primal Rage (Jaguar)
9. Samurai Shodown II (NEO•GEO)
10. Toh Shin Den (PlayStation)

First Prize: Your choice of a core SNES, GENESIS, or GAME GEAR. Second Prize: Your choice of one of the Picks of the Month in Viewpoint. Third Prize: A FREE year of Game Fan!

Congratulations to the following winners of last month's contest:
First Prize: Kellen Scrivens of Manitoba, Canada
Second Prize: Jevonne Wells of Baldwin, LA
Third Prize: Kevin DiAmare of Pine Hill, NJ

All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren't out yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them to: GAME FAN TOP TEN 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills, CA 91301

Drawings will be held on the 21st of each month. The three (3) winners will be notified by mail and listed on this page.
Based on the elite "Flying Nightmares" Marine Harrier squadron, this game really pushes the envelope of CD technology.

Everything is state-of-the-art: Stunning 3D texture-mapped graphics. Intense full-motion video sequences. Internal, external and missile camera angles. Plus the hottest CD-quality sounds and special effects.

It all adds up to the most exciting combat flight simulator on Sega CD. Imagine the power under your command: Harrier jump jets that can turn on a dime and stop dead in midair. Laser-guided missiles, cluster bombs and radar-jamming pods. It's enough to make your heart pound and palms sweat. It'll also strain your brain. This happens to be one intelligent action-adventure game as well.

Flying Nightmares. Pushing CD technology — and you — to the max.

Sold exclusively in America by Time Warner Interactive, Inc. Phone 406-473-9400 for ordering information.

SEGA and SEGA CD are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. Published by Domark Software Inc. Flying Nightmares ©1994 Domark Software Inc. All rights reserved. 3DO and the 3DO logo are trademarks of The 3DO Company.
Donkey Kong Country
Super NES Set
40 Banana Bucks

Super NES DONKEY KONG SET.

Donkey Kong
for Game Boy
10 Banana Bucks

Super Game Boy
25 Banana Bucks

Donkey Kong Country
15 Banana Bucks

Game Boy
20 Banana Bucks

With Banana Bucks

Collect 'em when you buy select Nintendo products!
Spend your Banana Bucks on bunches of cool stuff!

Here's an offer that's sure to ap-peel to your sense of greed. First, buy any (or all!) of the Nintendo products shown on the opposite page between March 21 and April 30. Then mail us your proofs-of-purchase and your Banana Bucks order form. We'll exchange your proofs for the cool stuff shown below.

DKC Jacket
Price: 45 Banana Bucks

DKC T-Shirt
Price: 18 Banana Bucks

Collectible Donkey Kong
Price: 9 Banana Bucks

Diddy Kong Cap
Price: 12 Banana Bucks

Donkey Kong Country Soundtrack CD
Price: 14 Banana Bucks

DKC Sweatshirt
Price: 28 Banana Bucks

Make your move FAST!

These items are authentic, top-quality, can't-get-it-in-the-stores stuff. To get yours, just follow the steps on this order form. Start grabbin' your Banana Bucks fast and cash 'em in before May 31, 1995! See order form for details.

Play It Loud
Nintendo

Banana Bucks Order Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collectible Donkey Kong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Game Boy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKC T-Shirt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKC Jacket</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKC Sweatshirt</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please fill out all information below, printing clearly. Orders must be postmarked by 5/31/95.

Name:
Address:
City State Zip:
Telephone:

By mail:
P.O. Box 2977
Redmond, WA 98073-2977

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Offer valid only in U.S., through 5/31/95. Offer valid only on purchases made from retailers on or between 3/21/95 through 4/28/95 or while supplies last. You may order as many items as your total Banana Bucks value allows; however, no credit or return will be given for Banana Bucks listed over the amount "spent" on merchandise ordered. Nintendo is not responsible for lost, late, misdirected, mutilated, illegible or postage-due mail. Offer available to customers of retailers only.

I WISH TO SPEND MY BANANA BUCKS ON THE FOLLOWING:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collectible DK</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKC T-Shirt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKC Sweatshirt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKC Jacket</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please follow instructions below:
- List correct UPC number for each product.
- Include original cash register receipt(s) along with order form.
- Enclose check or money order for shipping & handling charges (payable to Nintendo).
- Mail by 5/31/95.
- Mail to Nintendo Banana Bucks Stuff
- P.O. Box 2977
- Redmond, WA 98073-2977
IN CASE YOU ARE NEW TO THE PAGES OF GAMEFAN, YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT WE REVIEW GAMES IN COMPARISON TO OTHER GAMES ON THEIR RESPECTIVE PLATFORMS. ALSO, EACH GAME SHOWN IS REVIEWED IN DEPTH WITHIN THE ISSUE. SO YOU GET FOUR POINTS OF VIEW.

SATURDAY NIGHT SLAM MASTERS • GENESIS • CAPCOM • 32MEG • WRESTLING • 1-2 PLAYER

Judged solely as a wrestling game I’d have to say that Capcom’s Saturday Night Slam Masters is the best one for the Genesis so far. I’d also think that pure fighting games will find it impressive, With the added Death Match mode, excellent graphical and perfect control, this is an excellent one on two-player game. 32-Meg’s comparable Mortal Kombat US-programmed 16-bit Punisher I feel somewhat relieved.

GRAPHICS 8 MUSIC 7 CONTROL 9 PLAYBACK 9 ORIGINALITY 9

85

NICK ROX

I’m not a very big fan of Slam Masters, but I cannot deny that this is an extremely well-done arcade-to-home conversion. The graphics are clean and colorful, the voice quality is decent, the music is great for Genesis and the control is perfect. The addition of the cool new Deathmatch mode should please fans of Slam Masters to no end. Just one question: Why didn’t this game come out ages ago?

GRAPHICS 8 MUSIC 8 CONTROL 9 PLAYBACK 9 ORIGINALITY 9

83

K. LEE

“I’m a big fan of coin-op fighting games, RPG’s, shooters, and action games. While an occasional rac-ing or ‘oom’- style game will interest me, I try to stick to the traditional 2-D stuff. FWM, digitized characters and low-res 3-D text-ured polygons know it’s a good idea to stay away from K.LEE. Music is king”,

85

WARLOCK • GENESIS • ACCLAIM • 16MEG • ACTION/ADVENTURE • 1 PLAYER

Acclaim’s Warlock has a lot going for it. Great play mechanics, nice animation, and overall good graphics. Each level is long and complex giving Warlock a nice non-linear feel. However, way too many repeating enemies and backgrounds stand in the way of goodness. Still a quality adventure for fans of the flick or demonic possession.

GRAPHICS 7 MUSIC 7 CONTROL 7 LAYOUT 7 ORIGINALITY 8

75

TRUE LIES • GENESIS • ACCLAIM • 16MEG • TOP-VIEW SHOOTING • 1 PLAYER

True Lies is a quality top-view shooter for the Genesis. While the game offers nothing ground-breaking it does hold its own in Sega’s 16-Bit line-up. The graphics are above-average and nicely detailed. Multi-directional shooting really enhances the gameplay and tricking blood and nice explosions add to the realism. Also liked the reactions of the innocent bystanders as you lay waste on the bad guys. A solid, but difficult action/shooter.

GRAPHICS 7 MUSIC 7 CONTROL 9 PLAYBACK 8 ORIGINALITY 8

70

ROAD RASH • SEGA CD • EA • RACING/COMBAT • 1-2 PLAYER

This is as close as you’re gonna get to the rapture of RR 300... 300 that it ain’t that close. All the grand gestures are intact (so bring a bari bag) as well as the digitized racer and vehicles. What is of course missing, are the scaling backgrounds, much color, and some of the animation. Other than that, it’s all here. Put it all together and you’ve got a pretty cool 16-Bit racer!

GRAPHICS 7 MUSIC 9 CONTROL 9 PLAYBACK 8 ORIGINALITY 6

70

Not bad. Capcom does a respectable job at matching the coin-op game’s feel and impact. Not only do all the characters control identical to the arcade game, but I also thought that the video samples and music were better done in this 32-Meg game than it was in the 40-Meg Super SFZ. Overall, SNES is a good arc to home translation. Nice job Capcom.

GRAPHICS 8 MUSIC 8 CONTROL 9 PLAYBACK 9 ORIGINALITY 9

85

Warlock is a game with good control, decent challenge, nice animation and little else. The levels are some of the most repetitive in recent memory, graphics are passable but unspectacular and the music is downright annoying at times. To add insult to injury, the ending was basic, short and boring. Good movie though.

GRAPHICS 5 MUSIC 6 CONTROL 7 PLAYBACK 8 ORIGINALITY 8

65

Well, if you’re looking for a good shooting/action game, with excellent playability and blood and car-nage galore, then this is it. The only bad part is, the game gets to be so impressingly bad in the later levels that playing True Lies stops being fun and starts being work.

GRAPHICS 7 MUSIC 7 CONTROL 9 PLAYBACK 8 ORIGINALITY 8

74

Road Rash CD is a good game, but its becoming obvious to me that EA’s A’s running out of new RR ideas and concepts. This game could be the poster boy for ‘ Been there, done that ’. Motorcycle racing games are a rarity these days, and I do like the ‘signature’ RR control and playability that this 16-bit R, it’s neato. I’m sure RR fans will do backflips, like silly.

GRAPHICS 6 MUSIC 10 CONTROL 8 PLAYBACK 7 ORIGINALITY 5

73
SKID

NICK ROX

PREHISTORIK MAN

K. LEE

SNES

TITUS

8MEG

ACTION/PLATFORM

1 PLAYER

GRAPhICS 10

MUSIC 7

CONTROL 8

PLAYBACK 7

ORIGINALITY 8

GRAPHICS 9

MUSIC 6

CONTROL 8

PLAYBACK 8

ORIGINALITY 9

94

87

90

SEE REVIEW PG. 46

SEE REVIEW PG. 48

SEE REVIEW PG. 52

STARGate

SNES

ACCLAIM

16MEG

ACTION/ADVENTURE

1 PLAYER

GRAPhICS 8

MUSIC 7

CONTROL 7

PLAYBACK 7

ORIGINALITY 7

GRAPHICS 8

MUSIC 7

CONTROL 7

PLAYBACK 7

ORIGINALITY 7

80

80

92

SEE REVIEW PG. 58

KYLE PETTY’S NO FEAR RACING

SNES

WILLIAMS ENTERTAINMENT

24MEG

RACING

1-2 PLAYER

GRAPhICS 7

MUSIC 6

CONTROL 9

PLAYBACK 10

ORIGINALITY 8

GRAPHICS 7

MUSIC 6

CONTROL 9

PLAYBACK 10

ORIGINALITY 8

80

92

97

SEE REVIEW PG. 66

CHAOTIX

32X

SEGA

24MEG

ACTION/PLATFORM

1-2 PLAYER

GRAPhICS 9

MUSIC 10

CONTROL 10

PLAYBACK 10

ORIGINALITY 10

GRAPHICS 9

MUSIC 10

CONTROL 10

PLAYBACK 10

ORIGINALITY 10

98

98

97

SEE REVIEW PG. 66

RISE OF THE ROBOTS

3DO

ABSOLUTE

CD

FIGHTING

1-2 PLAYER

GRAPhICS 8

MUSIC 7

CONTROL 4

PLAYBACK 3

ORIGINALITY 5

GRAPHICS 5

MUSIC 3

CONTROL 3

PLAYBACK 2

ORIGINALITY 5

50

40

40

SEE REVIEW PG. 87

The second you turn on Chaotix and hear that music, you know you’re in for something special... and you are. Chaotix is a whole new twist on the Sonic saga. This time around the emphasis is on exploration, grappling, and fun. The graphics in Chaotix are at bright and colorful as they come and are faced with a mind-bending amount of multi-directional scrolling. Robotnik gets a bit too fast for the 32X, but still can play the game with up to 35 character combinations! I can’t pick the game in a little box, just buy it!

I’m utterly speechless - the highest payoff in platformers is a 32X game? In my opinion, the Sonic series has been on a downhill roll ever since the fantastic Sonic 2 and this cart-o-destroyer is in terms of overall quality and joy. Scary spots numbering in double-digits, extremely cool ball-bearing gameplay and some of the best music ever heard in a video game (On 32X! adds up to the $400 I’m buying a 32X for just to play.

This is the best NASCAR racing game this side of Daytona on the Saturn. The graphics and music are the weakest part of this game and even they are very good. This game does so many things right. KPMW has great control, plenty of diverse tracks, lots of replay value, challenging goals, and a perfectly executed split screen mode. That’s a switch I can wait to see what Williams can do on the Ultra.

This one is the worst fighting game I’ve ever played in my entire life. Despite all its fancy, shiny, hi-techness. With spooky 3D effects, an incredibly shallow and tame two-button gameplay, zero spreads or even stages that MOVE for that matter. I can’t say it enough, graphics don’t make a game great. Rise of the Robots has great graphics, but unfortunately, no good gameplay. When compared to today’s still competition like Tekken, Street Fighter II, Darkstalkers, (all slated for 32-Bit home consoles in ’95) Rise fails way short in execution. Sci-Fi fans or those looking for a straightforward, simplistic fighter may find ROTR sufficient, but if you’re looking for combo-crunching gameplay, by another.
Hocus Pocus

Travel With Thy Controller In Hand To A Land Where Cheaters Prosper...

X-Men (Arcade)
Play as AKUMA

1p Side:
Move the cursor to Spiral and wait about 5 seconds (from here on out, be sure to pause at least one second on each character). Next, move the cursor to Silver Samurai, Psylocke, Colossus, and Iceman. Next, Move Up-Right to Cyclops, right to Wolverine, right to Omega Red, then finally down to Silver Samurai. Wait 5 seconds and press Fierce, Roundhouse and short at the same time.

2p Side:
Move the cursor to Storm and wait about 5 seconds (from here on out, be sure to pause at least one second on each character). Now, move right to Cyclops, down to Colossus, left to Iceman, and left to Sentinel. Now move left to Omega Red, left to Wolverine, down to Psylocke, right to Silver Samurai and finally right to Spiral. Wait 5 seconds and press Fierce, Roundhouse and short at the same time. Allan Sum, Flushing, NY

Mickey Mania (Genesis, Sega CD, & SNES)

Level Skip:
Genesis & SNES - Under Sound Test in the options menu, set the Music to Beanstalk 1 and the Sound FX to extra try. Line the pencil up with Exit and hold down the L button on the controller for about 5 to 10 seconds until you hear a beep. Then, exit, and press start. Now you can select any level by lining up the pencil with the level, and pressing right on the controller.

Sega CD - Under Sound Test in the options menu, set Music to continue, the Sound FX to appear, and the Speech to talk that. Then line the pencil up with exit and hold LEFT on the controller for about 5 to 10 seconds until you hear a beep. Exit and press start. Now you can select any level by lining up the pencil with the level title and pressing right on the controller.

Ristar (Genesis)
Super Hard Mode
Is Ristar too easy for you? Then blink again. Just enter the password, "SUPER". Chris Birkes Las Vegas, NV

Road Rash 3 (Genesis)

Below are the passwords for any bike, starting on Level One.

Rat Bikes:
Corsair 4600 (45 hp) - AK01 129K
Kamakazi 250 (60 hp) - 1C01 1I0A
Banzai 450 (60 hp) - 6G01 17HL
Ratzo 500 (65 hp) - 6G01 18MN
Silletto 660 (75 hp) - 1A01 1AHK
Perro 250 (75 hp) - 6C01 1HAX
Kamakazi 750 (100 hp) - 2011 1HFL
Banzai 750 (60 hp) - 0001 1HDS
Ding 1000 (130 hp) - 1A01 10FF

Sport Bikes:
Corsair 600N (100 hp) - M221 1LH1
Kamakazi 750N (120 hp) - EQ01 1NH1
Banzai 750 1100 (140 hp) - 0001 1HDS
Silletto 900N (140 hp) - 0220 1AG1
Diablo 1000N (160 hp) - 6C00 1THC

Ken Wilson
Seaford, DE

Super Bikes:

Rise of the Robots (SNES)
Play as the Supervisor.
To play as the supervisor, press UP, RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, and any button except select and at the mode select screen using control pad 1, also 2P should be lit. Now press start at 2P mode and push right until you reach the supervisor. Now the 2P can play as the supervisor. Her moves are DOWN, TOWARD, UP for a morphing burst and DOWN, AWAY, UP for an invincible titanium pool.
Robbie Strong Wilmington, DE

Flink (Sega CD)

Cheat Mode
From anywhere in the game, Hold DOWN, then hold DOWN and START and let go of DOWN. Continue holding START while you push, RIGHT (3X), LEFT (3X), RIGHT (2X), LEFT (2X), RIGHT (1X), LEFT (1X), and continue to hold.

Ballz (Genesis)
Belt select.
These codes for Ballz for the Sega Genesis allow you to skip right to Red Belt, Green Belt, or Blue Belt. When the game is at the main title screen enter one of the following codes on Controller One.
Red Belt: A, DOWN, DOWN, B, B, C, LEFT, RIGHT
Blue Belt: A, B, DOWN, DOWN, RIGHT, LEFT, UP, UP, UP
Trevor Wilson
Orem, UT

Return Fire (300)

Open all unbeaten stages.
All you have to do is input "WOLF" as the password.

Weird debug mode.
1. Hold the RS and LS buttons together after selecting a stage until the game begins.
2. During the game, press buttons RS + LS + P at the same time.
   This will bring up the menu.
3. Now check out what you can do with this menu!

Mike Krouse, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Difficulty Normal
Difficult Poured
Jump & Sound Test Help Screen Exit
Music Continue Appearance Take That
Level Bonus Level Start

Battletoads
Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee
Mafia Squad
Golden Axe
Press Start

100
10
0
0
BLOD OUT! Make short order of hilious blobs and evil trolls with Prince Ali’s weapons, punches and kicks — or dig deeper to discover HIDDEN SECRET MOVES — a SEGA first!

ROCK ON! You’ll need more than sticks and stones to battle the Rock Boss. Count on the four Wild Spirits to back you up — especially the superhot Efreet the Fire Spirit!

FIRE UP! Wrap your brain around mind-boggling puzzles that lead to close encounters of the fire-breathing kind — then save up to 4 games with battery back-up!

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE AWAITS!
Virtua Racing (32X)

Scale and Rotate the tracks.

This trick will allow you to scale and play around with the tracks in the options screen. Go to the track selection screen and press the following buttons on controller two.
1. Hold START button and press A to scale the track.
2. Hold START button and press B to scale out track.
3. Hold START and C and press UP or DOWN to flip the track.
4. Hold START and press either LEFT, RIGHT, UP, or DOWN to move the track.

Wilson Torres
Corona, NV

Moon
Initial J, Press any button
Initial A, Hold Start, press A
Initial Y, Hold Start, press A

Kirby
Initial C, Hold Start, press B
Initial K, Press any button
Initial "space", Hold Start, press Y

Snake
Initial G, Hold Start, press A
Initial O, Hold Start, press Y
Initial F, Hold Start, press B

Falco
Initial J, Hold Start, press A
Initial L, Press any button
Initial "space", Hold Start, press Y

Musket
Initial M, Hold Start, press B
Initial C, Hold Start, press B
Initial H, Hold Start, press Y

Turbo
Initial M, Hold Start, press A
Initial J, Press any button
Initial T, Hold Start, press A

Revet
Initial B, Press any button
Initial R, Hold Start, press A

Divina
Initial S, Hold Start, press A
Initial A, Hold Start, press Y
Initial L, Press any button

Liptak
Initial S, Press any button
Initial L, Hold Start, press B
Initial "space", Hold Start, press B

Goskie
Initial T, Hold Start, press B
Initial W, Press any button

Cartoon
Initial J, Hold Start, press Y
Initial M, Hold Start, press Y
Initial C, Hold Start, press B

Larry
Initial B, Hold Start, press A
Initial R, Hold Start, press A
Initial D, Hold Start, press A

Blaze
Initial B, Hold Start, press Y
Initial L, Press any button
Initial Z, Hold Start, press Y

Benny
Initial B, Hold Start, press B
Initial N, Press any button
Initial Y, Hold Start, press Y

Hugg
Initial H, Press any button
Initial G, Hold Start, press Y
Initial O, Hold Start, press A

Crunch
Initial C, Hold Start, press A
Initial R, Hold Start, press B
Initial N, Press any button

Gorilla
Initial G, Press any button
Initial O, Hold Start, press B
Initial R, Hold Start, press Y

B. Clancy
Initial C, Hold Start, press A
Initial I, Press any button
Initial C, Hold Start, press B

H. Clancy
Initial N, Press any button
Initial C, Hold Start, press B
Initial "space", Press any button

Prince Charles
Initial R, Hold Start, press B
Initial O, Hold Start, press A
Initial Y, Press any button

Heavy D.
Initial H, Hold Start, press A
Initial V, Press any button
Initial Y, Hold Start, press B

Jazzy Jeff
Initial J, Hold Start, press Y
Initial A, Hold Start, press A
Initial Z, Hold Start, press A

Fred Price
Initial W, Hold Start, press Y
Initial I, Hold Start, press B
Initial L, Press any button

Fred TV
Initial S, Hold Start, press B
Initial O, Press any button
Initial X, Hold Start, press A

Cunningham
Initial P, Press any button
Initial H, Hold Start, press A
Initial I, Hold Start, press Y

Millie D.
Initial M, Hold Start, press Y
Initial K, Press any button
Initial D, Hold Start, press Y

Adrock
Initial A, Press any button
Initial D, Hold Start, press Y
Initial A, Hold Start, press B

MC4
Initial M, Hold Start, press B
Initial C, Hold Start, press B
Initial A, Press any button

Secret Characters
To be able to use a secret character you must first have "Tournament Mode" turned off. Choose "Yes" when it asks you to enter your initials. Once at the "Initials" screen, enter the appropriate initials and button sequences. If done right it will say "Secret Character."

Chew Chops
Initial A, Press any button
Initial M, Hold Start, press A
Initial X, Hold Start, press Y

Weasel
Initial R, Hold Start, press B
Initial A, Hold Start, press A
Initial T, Press any button

Brutah
Initial L, Hold Start, press A
Initial G, Hold Start, press B
Initial H, Hold Start, press Y

Kabuki
Initial D, Press any button
Initial A, Hold Start, press B
Initial N, Hold Start, press A

Faceoff
Initial X, Hold Start, press B
Initial Y, Hold Start, press B
Initial Z, Hold Start, press A

Air Gap
Initial A, Hold Start, press Y
Initial I, Press any button
Initial R, Hold Start, press B

Hill
Initial N, Hold Start, press A
Initial D, Hold Start, press B
Initial H, Hold Start, press A

Kid Silk
Initial K, Press any button
Initial S, Hold Start, press B
Initial K, Hold Start, press Y

Scrapper
Initial H, Hold Start, press A
Initial T, Press any button
Initial P, Hold Start, press Y

Mouschet
Initial M, Hold Start, press B
Initial P, Hold Start, press Y
Initial F, Press any button

Enter the following codes in at the "Tonight's Matchup screen". You will either hear a "Chime" or see a "Message" that tells you the code worked.

Power-ups:
Shjet Percentage:
Quick Hands:
Max. Power:
Powerup Goal-tending:
Powerup Fire:
Powerup Turbo:
Powerup Offense:
Powerup 3-Pointers:
Powerup Dunks:
Teleport Pass:
Rainbow Shots:
Speed Up:
Slippery Court:

UP, UP, DOWN, DOWN, B
LEFT, LEFT, LEFT, A, RIGHT
RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, B, A, RIGHT
UP, RIGHT, DOWN, DOWN, UP
DOWN, RIGHT, RIGHT, B, A, LEFT
B, B, A, UP, A, B, UP, DOWN
DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, DOWN
RIGHT, LEFT, LEFT, B, A, RIGHT
UP, LEFT, DOWN, RIGHT, UP
A, B, B, A, RIGHT, UP, DOWN
LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, LEFT, UP
UP, LEFT, UP, B, A, LEFT
UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, DOWN
LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT, LEFT, B, A
A, A, A, A, RIGHT, RIGHT, RIGHT

The Super Hocus Pocus Giveaway. Send in your codes, good bad or ugly. We'll choose one grand prize winner each month. Codes cannot come from a previously published US magazine. Winners will be drawn each month and displayed here in Hocus Pocus, a place where cheaters can prosper now, like never before. (Current subscribers will receive a one year extension.)

First Prize: Allan Sum
Flushing, New York
Second Prize: Travis Crouse
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Third Prize: Chris Birks
Las Vegas, Nevada

SEND YOUR CARDS AND LETTERS TO:
Hocus Pocus
5137 Claretton Dr. Suite 210
Agouza Hills Ca. 91301

First Prize! The winner will receive a free game console of his or her choice. That's ANY game console: 3DO, Jaguar, Sega CD, Genesis, CDX, SNES, or Neo Geo.

Second Prize! Second prize will win a free GameFan T Shirt, the game of butcher's choice and a one year subscription to GameFan.

Third Prize! Third prize will win a GameFan T Shirt, and a one year subscription to GameFan.
"I go from way cool space dude to a brain in a box."

A REAL Experience from the 3DO Zone, Frankie 'One-Speed,' NY

The Daedalus Encounter

"The good news - I'm on a ship with Tia Cairene. The bad news - I'm only a brain on life support and we're being pulled toward an alien sun. If we don't take out the Krim and change course we're toast. Literally. This is a job for brain man. Great game. Super graphics. Funny lines. 4 CDs. And Tia is not painful on the eyeballs. Later."
WHEW! WELL THAT'S THE LAST OF THE LETTERS. I'M BEAT.

ALL DONE POSTMEISTER?
Yeah, I'm turnin' in. See ya tomorrow.
O.K. Thanks. Get some rest.

GAMEFAN HEADQUARTERS.
CRUNCH TIME.

In 30 hours all film for the magazine is due at the plant. The crew is working feverishly to get the last few pages done. Postmeister included...

K. Lee and the Enquirer. Don't you guys ever get tired of that game.

Hey, there's not supposed to be anyone workin' down here.

What th'? Hey! Who are you? Whatta ya doin' in here?

WHA... Who dares?

Oh, it's just a mailman.
PLEASE, YOU ARE DISTURBING ME. DELIVER YOUR MAIL AND GO.

LOOK, I DON'T KNOW WHO YOU ARE, YOU ARROGANT SON-OF-#@!#, BUT YOU'RE ABOUT TO GET MANCED!

OH NO! NOT THE DREADED "PEPPER SPRAY". DON'T MAKE ME LAUGH, POSTAL TWIT.

NAW, THAT STUFF'S FOR CHIHUAHUAS AND SISSIES. YA SEE...

..I USE MY OWN SPECIAL BREW!

NOW WHAT'S CAUSING THAT BURNING SENSATION IN YER EYES IS A COMBINATION OF MACE, BORIC ACID, FISH EMULSION, AND A LITTLE OF MY OWN STOMACH BILE FOR THAT EXTRA WANG!
THAT'LL TEACH YOU TO STEAL FILES! INDUSTRIAL SPY! JERK.. OMIGAWD! THAT'S NOT RIGHT!

POSTY! WHAT'RE YOU DOING?!

JUST TAKIN' CARE OF THIS THIEVIN' PIECE A' INFILTRATIN' TRASH!

NO, THAT'S SUCH PAIN! THIS IS SLASHER QUAN, POSTY. HE'S A NEW EDITOR JUST HIRED THIS WEEK. ARE YOU OKAY, SLASHER?

OOF!

ARR...

..LOOK WHAT YOU'VE DONE!

HEY, THE GLORIOUS RED EYES IS A GOOD LOOK FOR YOU. I GUESS JUST WATCH THAT "POSTAL TWIT" CRAP NEXT TIME, 'CUZ I AM CRAZY!

MAN, TOUGH CROWD.

YOU Gotta LIGHTEN UP, POSTY. DON'T TOUCH!

WELCOME ABOARD, MR. QUAN.
"Magical pick-ups and ancestral spells unleash chaotic fury!"

"Part strategy, part action! Warlock conjures an unbeatable spell!!!"

"Bored of just playing roles... Warlock delivers horrific action!"

DARE THE ULTIMATE EVIL!

Beware the ultimate evil!

Based on the hit movie!

The once in a millennium confrontation is upon you! Using the powerful spells and potions entrusted to you by your Druid ancestors, battle gargoyles, the Undead, fire-breathing dragons... and if you survive, the all-powerful Warlock! Combining strategy, intuition, and sorcery, you must be the first to locate six ancient runestones and save all creation from unraveling! Afraid? He already knows that.

The evil unfolds... (516) 624-9300

BATMAN FOREVER™ the video game

September '95

Well, this cart keeps getting more incredible every month... and it's still not done! Fear not Bat-faithful, this one will definitely be worth the wait.

The Adventures of Batman & Robin is a side-view blaster based on the animated TV series. The cart combines scrolling fighting with various types of shooting scenes, such as the Batplane and rocket pods.

New additions in the cart we received for this update include enemies for incomplete levels, a new multi-layered cloud cover over Gotham during the Batplane scene, and a totally amazing, full-screen cat boss with fully-clawed paws and a warping head!

However, the most breathtaking addition to the cart is a boss I can only describe as the Mad Hatter. This guy sits in a giant top hat which floats above a transparent track. What's incredible is the track you're standing on. Scrolling both in and out of the background, and obstacles appear along the track. You must run and jump to avoid these walls while you are battling the boss! The tracks twist, turn, and twist in many directions all while tons of sprites are on the screen... I am in total awe of the Genesis, I had no idea it could do this!

Nick Rox put it best when he said, "This is the most incredible 16-bit game I've ever seen!" I would've said the same, but the game isn't done yet! Incomplete areas show tons of promise though a tunnel filled with Swiss cheese holes will have a massive boss circling though the holes!

By the way, several other alleged video game mags have given this game misleading, low scores. First of all, this game is amazing... second of all, they shouldn't have reviewed it at all, their version was alpha (about 40% complete)... oops. It's March now and the game's not due till July. I already know this game is great, I just want to know if it will be a living legend. You never know until it's in the can... sure looks brilliant!!

-Slasher Quan
We've gone around the block more than once with the SNES version of Addams Family Values, which is to date one of Ocean's best games. Here's a taste of the Genesis version.

AFV is through and through a Zelda-ese adventure starring none other than good ol' Granny Uncle Fester, that lovable, but smelly, light bulb suckin' brother of Gomez. Seems that little baby Pubert has blown the coop (the little ghoul is lost) and it's up to Fester to find the little feller. All of the Addams clan is in tow to aid you on your journey. Granny turns out to be the most helpful as she continuously cooks up luscious batches of cookies (with ingredients like boogers and frog breath... yum) which can restore health or even make Fester Invincible for a limited time. The game is laced with complex puzzles and more than a few mysteries to solve. It's definitely a multi-layer game.

Graphically, though not quite as impressive as the SNES version, the game is colorful and highly detailed and has a pretty well composed theme soundtrack. If you're looking for a nice long Action/RPG and you fancy the freaky, AFV will undoubtedly fit into your game plan. We'll review AFV for the Genesis as soon as it's in the can. (or in this case the coffin.)

—Mr. Goo
The wrestling world was getting boring (hey, just like real life) with the same
old match-ups, and the same old results. The fans were getting restless... So, the
great entertainer, Capcom, decided to put some life back in to the ailing sport,
and issued a challenge to the greatest wrestlers in the world to prove your
sel as the meanest, strongest, most arrogant ever to rock the ring, and the CWA
was born. Only ten men were nuts enough to show up at venues throughout the
world that Saturday Night... wow, what a story! I'm totally engulfed! The game is
much cooler.

If there's ever been a coin-op wrestling game that non-wrestling fans could
relate to, it's this one: Capcom's Saturday Night Slam Masters. Until now, unless
you spent long hours watching grown men pounce around, performing the chore-
graphed carnage of the now soap-like WWF, you would have no reason to go out and buy a wrestling game for your SNES or Genesis, but SlamMasters is dif-
f erent. SM combines the fighting genre with wrestling action, for a truly unique one-on-one experience. Delivered to the Genesis with 32-megs in tow, this
version delivers a good rendition of the popular coin-op.

The Street Fighter connection can be found in many places including, the graphics, music, and control. Special moves are executed exactly like those in
Street Fighter, (fireballs, 360's etc.) although some
must be done while holding your opponent (wrestlers
like to hold each other).

A feature exclusive to the Genesis version is the all
new two-player Death Match. In this mode you do battle
against a friend in a barbed wire ring. You can pick up,
swing, and throw tables and chairs, or grab a battle

ALL NEW
DEATH MATCH!!
thrown in by an elated fan and bust it over your opponent's head. The death matches are a gas to play and turn out to be a huge bonus, especially if you've played the coin-op to death and need an excuse to buy this version.

The conversion can be compared almost directly to SF2 TE on the Genesis. SM is as good a translation to the Genesis as that was. Meaning the graphics are darn close while the music and sound effects (though good) miss by quite a bit. Of course this is expected given the Genesis's capabilities compared to Capcom's coin-op hardware. For a Genesis game the music's pretty good, but Capcom's vocalist still has a mouth full of marbles.

In the end, what you've got here, is the best wrestling game ever for the Genesis, along with another great Capcom one-on-one fighter, and that's the best of both worlds. —Takahara
With the advent of the next-generation gaming machines, it takes much more to impress me these days. In the case of Warlock, I erased all those great texture-mapped polygons from my memory banks and made certain to judge it only by 16-bit Genesis standards. And by those standards, Warlock is pretty darn mediocre.

To Warlock's credit, the levels are all basically very straightforward in layout. Even hidden items are easy to stumble upon and after a while, you'll get a feel for where hidden rooms should be. I also liked the fact that you have to spend some time to learn each level. This is one of those games where each enemy has a distinct pattern of a strategy to defeat; learn it and success is yours; rush, and the grave will be your permanent domain.

The main character is well animated (I would say it falls into the Blackthorne/Alien 3 vein) albeit non-revolutionary...been there, done that.

In the department of graphics...well, let's just say the word bleak doesn't begin to describe them. In level 1, your character starts out walking around on a warm summer day, all bright, smiley and gay. Then all of a sudden, dark clouds appear and...
the game takes on a subsequent dark and dreary look. Only problem is, the summer days wasn’t that cheery and colorful to begin with!
Worse, later on in the game, you find yourself venturing through dungeons, through the woods, back to another dungeon again, back to yet another set of woods and so forth. These backgrounds have the same overall look. Basically, the levels are too similar to one another.

Not only do you see the same backgrounds again, but you’ll also fight the same skeletons and zombies over and over, which becomes monotonously monotonous. Ah, the enemies... you see; in Warlock, skeletons and zombies are (like the backgrounds) all the same color, which would be great if they were the same skeletons and zombies throughout the game... but they’re not. Unbeknownst to you, the bad guys in the later levels are vastly more aggressive and take much more hits to kill, so imagine the look of surprise on your face as you casually shoot at these lethal assassins and get totally pummeled... ya.

Isolated, all the gripes that I have mentioned don’t take that much away from the game, but collectively they raise Warlock’s cheese factor considerably, and that’s a major problem. With sales of 16-bit games stumbling and interest in 32/64-bit reaching fever pitch, the SNES and Genesis will need software that emulates a fine wine, not the Monopoly Jack that is Warlock... -K.LEE.
I'm impressed... True Lies is a pretty decent movie-to-game translation. Most of the time companies just toss out a weak, generic platformer with little-to-no connection to the flick. But Acclaim's True Lies for the Genesis maintains strong ties to the True Lies movie. The cart offers up some fairly good, overhead-view, Schwarzeneggerian run and gun action.

Reminiscent of Smash TV or maybe even Metal Gear, the action keeps it simple, just like it should be. You shoot your way through multiple scenes taken directly from the movie, collecting useful armaments such as machine guns, shotguns, and grenades. You can switch between the weapons easily. The missions are pretty uncomplicated, and the message is clear: fire at will! Well, almost... you'll be penalized if you kill too many civilians... dun.

The game is progressively more difficult, and herein lies one of True Lies' biggest failings. Even on the easiest setting (normal), the game's difficulty curve increases way too sharply. Get set for a lot of replaying to clear levels! Many players will be annoyed and hope for some cheat codes. The only good news is there are passwords, so at least you never have to start over from the beginning.

On the other hand, the game's greatest strength is how closely it follows the flick. Unlike other move translations which all but ignore their source material, True Lies faithfully draws all its levels from the film, and even throws in some story.

You of course play as Ahhh-nuld, and Tom Arnold's on-screen quips direct you in your mission. You even get cool digitized cut-scenes in-between levels. The graphics are reasonably colorful and crisp, and are decently drawn.
The character animations suffice but won't blow you away. Sometimes bludgeoned enemies fold and die slowly, that's pretty cool. The same could also be said of the music. The sound effects are kinda cool, especially the explosions.

I thought True Lies the movie was no T2, but certainly way better than most. Like the movie, True Lies the game is good stuff, but a ways short of spectacular. One thing is for sure, in a genre that has been sorely overlooked (top-view action), TL is a welcome addition.

-Slasher Quan
EXO SQUAD

It’s the 21st century, and the homosapiens have genetically engineered a new breed of humans: neosapiens. Racial conflicts immediately develop, and worse yet the neosapiens have engaged in unauthorized time traveling. Your team of time cops (the Exo Squad) must blast through the past, bust the neos, and bring them back to the future.

Don’t worry, this isn’t the plot of the latest Van Damme flick... It’s Exo Squad for the Genesis. The cart combines an intricate, full-screen cinematic storyline (check out the pix!) with side-scrolling action, robo-fighting, and 3D space shooting.

In the side-view scenes, you control a massive well-armed robot. It’s big and may look clumsy, but it has a surprising range of movements. The trick is to master aiming its arm cannon. The robot looks cool—it’s a huge multi-jointed sprite with many animations.

At times you’ll go one-on-one with another mega robot. Here you have a new range of moves and duke it out a la Mazin Saga or Black Hole Assault. The 3D flying scenes are forward-scrolling space sequences where you blast everything in sight. Practice your dodging, because it’s tough to kill all the enemies and meteors that litter the screen. As you fly you’ll notice a warping effect on the space and pretty smooth scrolling as the alien debris rains down on you.

When Playmates puts the wraps on Exo Squad, we’ll have an in-depth review.

—Slasher Quan
MAGICAL POPFUL MAIL
FANTASY ADVENTURE

Three Characters.
Two Outlaws.
One Serious Mess.

Action/Role-Playing!
CD Animation!

Over 2 hours of dialogue!
The ultimate SEGA CD™!

SEGA AND SEGA CD ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Original Game (C) 1991 FALCOM, Reprogrammed Game (C) 1994 SEGA, English translation (C) 1994 Working Designs. "Popful Mail" is a trademark of Falcom. "Twice the fun and half the fat of the leading brand!" Licensed from Sega Enterprises, Ltd. by Working Designs, 18315 Clear Creek Road, Redding, CA 96001. For a dealer near you, call (916) 243-3417. est. 1994.
A fierce battle with Dark Dragon ensued when the RuneFaust Army invaded. With the heroics of Max and the Shining Force, Dark Dragon was defeated. The victors returned to their normal lives, vowing for renewed peace. Some disappeared, some left for further adventure, and some returned to their homes and families. And Arri, returned to her kingdom as the Queen of Guardiania. With help from Ken, Lug, and Love they rebuilt the kingdom from the ashes of the RuneFaust invasion. The story begins 20 years after...

Back in the Dec. '94 issue of GameFan, I reviewed the Game Gear version of Shining Force. Now, five months later, I'm previewing essentially the same game. Based on the two Game Gear Shining Force adventures, one of which didn't make it to America, the latest (and possibly the last - the original Climax has disbanded into two smaller factions, Sonic Software Planning and Max Entertainment, and the Shining Force license is held by Sega) is in many ways the best of the series. The music is completely arranged, orchestral in power and the art, character graphics and spell effects are easily the best of the series. Thankfully, the CD isn't plagued with 8-bit gameplay either - the Game Gear Shining Forces have just as much depth and strategy as their 16-Bit brothers, yet with a curious absence of towns. I'll have a review of this excellent strategy CD next month. --Nick Rox
EARTH WORM JIM™
Special Edition

ONLY ON SEGA CD. EAT DESSERT.
Electronic Arts' Road Rash for the 3DO was widely regarded as the game that signaled a positive turning point for Trip Hawkins' fledgling 32-bit system. Now, Sega CD owners longing for a taste of the 3DO Road Rash experience, will get an opportunity to play a solid version of the 32-bit game on their 16-bit platform. More than just a shell of its 32-bit cousin, RR CD features all of the FMV, all the cool tunes from Soundgarden, Swervedriver, Paw, Therapy?, Monster Magnet, and Hammerbox, all 15 bikes, and all the courses from the hit 3DO game.

In fact, there are only a few things that separate RR CD from RR 3DO. First and most apparent are the actual game graphics. Since the Sega can't produce textured polygons like a 3DO, all the levels feature the bit-mapped graphics seen on previous 16-bit RR's. As with RR 3DO, RR CD emphasizes bike brawling and rider endurance rather than razor sharp reflexes and impressive jumps, like RR 1, 2 & 3. RR CD includes a 2-player mode (albeit sequential, not split screen) and you can listen to Soundgarden and co. not only during the FMV, but also while you play (a major feature the 3DO game lacked).

If you're thirsty for another Sega CD racer, hit the road (ouch!) with EA's Road Rash CD.- KLEE
What’s the result when Game Boy® and Super NES® have a head-on collision? Super Game Boy®. This high-impact unit transforms your favorite portable games into full-screen, multi-colored masterpieces! Super Game Boy packs a lot of technology into a tiny Pak, but you don’t have to be a brain surgeon to figure out how to use it. It’s a simple piggy-back job. Just slide the Super Game Boy into your Super NES, as you would any other Super NES game, then pop any Game Boy game into the Super Game Boy. Instant color conversion! And it’s not just for new Game Boy games. ANY Game Boy game can take advantage of Super Game Boy’s powers of color transformation. That’s a lot of games, too—well over 350 titles! And once you’re all set up, you’ll play your Game Boy games using Super NES controllers. You’ll hear the stereo Game Boy music through TV or stereo speakers. You’ll play it in living color on your TV screen. Get the big picture?
With Game Boy, you have the ability to "take it with you," but Super Game Boy lets you show off your favorite Game Boy games in an all-new way. Your Game Boy games will look better, play easier and take on a whole new level of graphic detail. In this case, bigger is definitely better. Instantly mutate Metroids to 10 times their original size! If a picture is worth a thousand words, the "before and after" shots here are saying a lot of good things about Super Game Boy!
If you have a Super NES but not a Game Boy, you can access a whole new world of games once you have a Super Game Boy. Exclusive Game Boy titles like Donkey Kong Land, Metroid II: Return of Samus and the entire Super Mario Land series can now be played on your Super NES! Pak's like the Legend of Zelda®: Link's Awakening™ and the Final Fantasy Legend™ series take on a whole new level of excitement with Super Game Boy.
When you plug a game into Super Game Boy—POW—instant color. Some color combinations look better than others, and some might be fitting for one game but not another. It all depends on what looks good to you. If the default color palette isn’t to your liking, that’s not a problem. Super Game Boy has lots of palettes to choose from, 32, to be exact.

As you can see, games like Link’s Awakening look great in almost any color palette. When customizing the game you’re playing, you’ll find that contrasting colors often work best.

There is a secret about the border. If you pause your game and let it set long enough, the border image changes and/or sets itself in motion. It’s like a Super NES screen saver. Try it!
Another custom feature that will help you create stand-out screens is Super Game Boy’s border option. It has nine pre-programmed borders, but your choices are almost endless because you can also design your own borders. Be creative. Select the Custom Border Icon and paint your own masterpiece.

Using a border that complements your game screen can certainly enhance your gaming experience. For example, set the scene for Link’s Awakening by painting a border that features Koholint and Egg Mountain, or build an arena around your NBA Jam™ court.

If you really want to go crazy with your borders, we suggest hooking up the Super NES Mouse to port 11 on your Super NES. It will work kind of like Mario Paint. Just select a color from the color palette, click and hold the buttons, and paint away!
Programmers can now pre-assign colors to provide optimal contrast, vibrancy and detail with Super Game Boy Enhanced Mode. Different levels of a game can access different color palettes, as well. And customized borders that surround the playfield can be built-in to create an exciting frame that complements the game. Check out games like Donkey Kong, Space Invaders, Wild Snake, Bonk's Revenge, Mega Man V, Donkey Kong Land and more! Keep an eye out for the happy face icon on the box. It lets you know that the Super Game Boy Enhanced Mode is ready to roll!

Get the complete guide to the colorful side of Game Boy with this free 72-page Player's Guide now included with Super Game Boy!

Hey! Rip out this coupon and score $5 off your purchase of Super Game Boy!

Save $5.00 When you purchase one Super Game Boy.

CONSUMER: Coupon is only valid towards the purchase of Super Game Boy. Coupon must be submitted to an authorized Nintendo retailer by the printed expiration date at the time of purchase in order to receive the discount of the retail selling price. Limit one coupon per specified Super Game Boy purchase. No other purchase promotions may be used in conjunction with this coupon. Consumer is responsible for the payment of applicable taxes in connection with this purchase. Good in the U.S. and Puerto Rico only. Cash value 1/100. Coupon expires December 31, 1995.

RETAILER: Nintendo of America Inc. will reimburse the face value of this coupon plus eight (8) cents handling provided it was accepted by your customer and its face value amount was deducted from the retail selling price at the time of purchase of the designated product. Limit one coupon per qualifying item purchased. Other restrictions may apply. Void if copied or altered and where prohibited, taxed, lost or required. Coupons submitted become property of Nintendo. Reimbursement will be made only to an authorized Nintendo retailer who submitted coupon. Good only in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. Send properly redeemed coupons with return address within thirty (30) days of printed expiration date to: NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC., P.O. Box 888, El Paso, TX 80080-888.

GODD TOWARDS PURCHASE OF FEATURED SUPER GAME BOY ONLY.

Manufacturer's Coupon Offer expires December 31, 1995
Seta's long overdue SNES title; Nosferatu, will finally be available this July. First shown over 2 years ago, Nosferatu combines the play mechanics of Blackthorne or Prince of Persia with the dark theme of Castlevania in one 16-meg cart. In this story, the evil and sinister vampire, Nosferatu has kidnapped your girlfriend, and plans to tighten his grip on innocent souls across the countryside. It's up to you to sift through the dungeons and catacombs, and thwart the dark plans of that evil bloodsucker. In setting the mood, Nosferatu has dark and ominous music. This contributes greatly to the eerie presentation of a game like this should have. Nice details include: seeing your character actually reaching into a chest and grabbing an item, Streets of Rage style combos and dashing moves, highly detailed outside fighting scenes, and ultra smooth character graphics. Keep your eyes peeled for a full blown GameFan review of Nosferatu soon. - K. LEE
but this game has... Play Mechanics. Sam gets to use a
collection of items, ranging from a hang glider and pogo
stick, to axes, spears, and more, each bringing with it a new play mechanic. The best part is, those items are
vital to the player's progress and outcome in the game.

Prehistorik Man is one of those games with lasting power. There are over 20 levels and the game contains a good degree of challenge giving it good replay value, plus... its fun. Again, only 8-meg. The only weak link is the music. The sound effects of
Sam getting hurt and the prehistoric dialogue is hilarious, but the Blues tunes (while not bad) are a little too dinky and
joyful for my liking. That, however, doesn't lessen the impact this game had on me or the enjoyment I wrought from it.
For you SNES readers, I have but 3 words... go buy it! - K. Lee
It seems every time I sit down and play a video game based on a major motion picture, it's either insanely horrible, or delightfully enjoyable... never anywhere in-between. It's lucky for me, then Stargate on the SNES falls into the latter category, because in this stage of the 16-bit game, I doubt either one of us wants to waste our time.

One of the things I really liked about Stargate was the way you go about completing each level. Instead of breaking down each level into one mission (as is often the case), your character has to perform several different missions in every level. By doing this, the programmers at Probe have given the game a non-linear quality. You find yourself traversing the level, back and forth, in order to find the people and/or items required to complete your mission. This feature separates Stargate from the run-of-the-mill action game. It also works well within the framework of a movie-to-game title. In most movies, several key incidents happen at the same location.

Games of late are usually not considered great unless smooth character animation is included as standard equipment. In this department, Stargate delivers impressively. Probe chose to rotoscope the characters for an overall more realistic look. The results are similar to the fluid character movement found in games like Alien 3, Flashback and Blackthorne, only I feel the results here are even better.

While not as impressive as the character animation, the actual game graphics are also noteworthy. The mode-7 flying sequences
put the limited 3D capabilities of the SNES to good use. In the side-scrolling levels, the background graphics in general, and the enemy sprites in particular look very good. Everything is well drawn and has a decent amount of detail.

Games are supposed to be fun, and this is where Stargate really shines. You start out doing the "power up my weapon and find all the hidden items" thing, but after a while I found myself getting really immersed in the game thanks to the interesting, between mission cinemas, and corn-free dialogue. The moody music and perfect play control also really helps put you inside the game. Stargate is difficult enough to be considered challenging, but never frustrating. Even if you didn't see (or was not a fan of) the movie, it's easy to become engrossed in Stargate: the game. Nice job Acclaim.

-K.LEE
WHO YA' GONNA CALL?

DC Comics' Green Lantern is coming to a video game system for the first time ever, courtesy of Ocean. The SNES cart will attempt to capture the essence of this stalwart superhero, complete with his multi-faceted powers.

The trademark of the Green Lantern, his ring, is a key element in the game. Kyle (a.k.a the Green Lantern) must use the many different powers of his ring to solve a multitude of puzzles in this platformer. He also uses his ring as an offensive weapon to shoot up the enemy hordes.

DC Comics worked with Ocean to script the game, so expect the action and the plot to have plenty of comic book flavor. Ocean has been able to properly capture the look of the character in his animation.
The storyline features the dread Hive Queen of Xaos, who directs her minions, the Khund, to steal all of the Universe’s emeralds. To stop her the Lantern must traverse all manner of side-scrolling areas, such as a bar, a space chase, the surface of Utopia5, and the streets of Gotham City... or, New York. A Mode 7 level provides the grand finale. So why does the Hive Queen want emeralds anyway? Apparently these precious green gemstones can grant the power of invincibility, and the Queen wants to create an army of invincible warriors. We can’t have that now!

- Slasher Quan
I gotta confess, I've had a big soft spot for auto racing games for as long as I can remember. The newest racing game to come to my attention is Kyle Petty's No Fear Racing, a superb addition to the genre by Williams. Weighing in at a hefty 24 meg and featuring SGI-rendered graphics (a la DMC), Kyle is about as good as SNES racing gets.

Kyle includes a great range of modes and options. In the Single Race Mode, you get to race a stock car on any of 28 different tracks, ranging from Talladega and North Wilkesboro to Road Atlanta, Watkins Glen, or the mighty Daytona Motor Speedway. If you pick the Season mode, there's a password feature that remembers the cash you earned up to that point in the season—a cool feature.

Kyle Petty Racing also includes the best and most comprehensive build-your-own track mode I've ever seen, bar none. In the Custom Track edit mode, you have full control of not only the design of the track, but you also get to place obstacles and power-ups on the track, including tires, gas, money and nitro. The only feature not available is a battery to save your track design. Once you get started, there are plenty of extras. Before each race, you get an overview of the track (where you can zoom up and get an overhead fly-by of the racetrack). This tells you the exact location, the climate (such as sunny, rainy, hazy, night time, desert heat, or snow), and the number of laps. Next, you get some advice from the great Kyle Petty himself on what to expect during the race or what to buy in the Speedshop. Speaking of the Speedshop, this is where you get to choose your car (one out of 11), buy a healthy supply of nitro and tires, upgrade your engine, and more. Once you've souped up your car, it's off to the track we go!

First there's the qualifying lap, where you can zoom around and get a feel for the track without having big 3500 pound Chevy Lumina and Ford T-Birds bumping into you non-stop, ruining that fresh coat of paint on your sparkling new NASCAR. Then it's time for the real thing, the race itself.

K Lee hooked around what did he see? Graphics, nice ones. It's kind of ironic that Williams makes the biggest noise over SGI graphics, yet I felt that Kyle's graphics weren't quite as good as Donkey Kong Country's.

Of course, DMC was a totally different style of game—platform vs. racing. No worries, Kyle Petty is awesome nonetheless. First of all, this is the only 16-bit game to feature banked turns. Even in the split-screen two-player mode, the frame rate is just as smooth and fast as it is in the full-screen mode. By far the most impressive special effect is the way the cars seem to rise when you're going up a hill. A very realistic and convincing touch I've never seen on the SNES.

It's a good thing Williams listened to the advice of Kyle Petty during the development of this game, because the game play's just as good as the graphics and options. Thanks
This game is finer than frog's hair and smoother than Kentucky Moonshine!

To Kyle, the game features details such as drafting, which is when you fall behind another car so it's absorbing the wind, and then you zoom past it! The realism is there, and the racing grooves and handling feel right-on. Most of all, this game is fun!

O.K., now for some hints. If you want to win, forget the goal-of-the-day and take these words of wisdom from K.LEE: use your winnings first towards 1) better fuel systems to reduce the number of pit stops, 2) engine upgrades for a higher top end and 3) suspension upgrades to improve the handling and reduce tire wear. Only one or two sets of tires or nitros are necessary before a race because you can only put on a new set during a pit stop, and you'll never use more than two sets anyway. During the races, use nitros mostly on the corners to zoom past other cars. If you do this, you will be so far ahead that when you pit, you'll be within striking range of 1st place (if you're not already there) and your nitros will again be full.

In conclusion, Kyle Petty is highly recommended for all SNES racing fans. This is just a SNES title, so I can't wait to see what Williams will come up with on the Ultra 64! - K.LEE

Two Player Mode!! - Grab The Good Ol' Boys & Go Racing
If you're any kind of fighting game fan, the words "Fatal Fury Special" should ring a familiar bell. Based on Fatal Fury 2, FFS has appeared on formats ranging from the Neo-Geo (naturally) and the PCEngine, to the Sega CD and now the SNES. Compared to the 150-meg SNK original, this 32-meg SNES Fatal Fury Special does several things right. JVC paid a lot of attention to graphic detail. Although the scaling Japanese screens in Geese Howard's stage are no longer there, everything else pretty much is (from the dancers and disco lights in Dick King's stage, to the gorgeous time-scrolling water in Han Shiranui's stage). All the backgrounds are very colorful and the artwork in the game looks very much like the coin-op FFS. As far as the animation goes, all I can say is, it's nearly impossible to see any difference between this game and the Neo-Geo original without comparing them side-by-side. It's that good. I think the music, more than anything else, really stands out. While it's nowhere near as good as it is in the arcade, the tunes have a unique metallic sound that I've never heard on the SNES. Considering JVC had only 32 megabits to work with here, I think the results are commendable. Unfortunately, this game falls flat on its face, in the all important areas of playability and control. All the characters felt stiff and awkward, but even worse, it's hard to perform your special moves. Executing combos and two-in-one's became increasingly frustrating. It felt as if the controller wasn't working properly, but in fact, that wasn't the case. Even if this game had perfect control, it would have to be something newer and more original for fighting game enthusiasts to stop and take notice. The impact would have been much greater a year ago.

-K.Lee
What do you get when you pull a rabbit out of Qbert’s hat? Whizz!

Whizz is an isometric-view, hop-n-hop puzzler by Titus. The hero’s a cuddly widdle wabbit in a top hat who spins to defeat his enemies as he jumps through and explores massive, puzzle-filled stages. Each area is an obstacle course, where you must outwit both crafty enemies and crooked terrain to reach the finish.

The control initially reminds you of Qbert, but that’s where the similarities end... this is almost a Qbert '95, complete with all the running, platform jumping, and maneuvering you’d expect. There are gears and levers to pull, moving platforms to negotiate, and lots of different land surfaces. You’ll find plenty of treasures and items, most importantly, being the hourglass. This game is definitely a case of “beat the clock!”

Whizz is one of the more original 16-bit games we’ve had the pleasure to preview in the last year. When this one is done, you may just want to take a Whizz!—Slasher Quan
Coming to a SNES near you is SquareSoft's latest effort: The Secret of Evermore. Due out this August, Evermore is the first game to be designed and programmed by US-1, Square's new American development team. Evermore is a 24-meg, Secret of Mana style action RPG featuring 3D rendered bosses, and Square's new battle system and Cinema Text. Your main weapon in Evermore is a bone which you'll power up throughout the game and use in conjunction with your dog. If you lose the bone to the dog you'll play as the dog and visa versa. Situations will arise making this feature key in certain situations. This will undoubtedly be one 16-bit game to remember.

"Somebody stop me!" One of the most successful movies of 1994, The Mask (even without the comic book carnage), is on its way to a SNES near you. THQ is anticipating that The Mask will repeat the success it had on the silver screen on the SNES and Genesis. So far, it's looking quite promising. We'll have more soon.

Judge Dredd could easily become this Summers biggest box office action-fest. First of all, Sly is due. Secondly, the effects look superb. After seeing the game at the show I have high hopes for it as well. From the graphics to the animation, it looks like Acclaim may have yet another hit on its hands. We'll have more on Judge Dredd next month... and it won't be slide scans!

Titus, creators of the blissful Prehistorik Man's latest platformer; Oscar, is looking good. We'll have a preview next month.
1st and 32X

Score with this season's QB and team attributes!

ADVANCED PASSING: CAMERA ADJUSTS FOR 60 YARDS OF VIEWABLE FIELD!

STATE-OF-THE-ART GRAPHICS WITH OVER 32,000 COLORS!

CELEBRATIONS!

HIGH STEPS!

SACKS!

DEFLECTIONS!

ADVANCED PASSING: CAMERA ADJUSTS FOR 60 YARDS OF VIEWABLE FIELD!

HEAT UP THE RUNNING GAME WITH IN-YOUR-FACE PERSPECTIVES!

OVER 430 OFFENSIVE, DEFENSIVE AND QB SIGNATURE PLAYS!

COMPRESSIVE GAME STATS AND SEASON SAVE FEATURE!

ULTRA-SMOOTH-CAM REPLY WITH SUPER ZOOM AND VIEW OPTIONS!

VARIOUS FIELD AND WEATHER CONDITIONS!

It's 1st and 32X. Update your gridiron action with NFL™ Quarterback Club™, the 1st and only way to play football on the 32X™ — complete with the most up-to-date QB and team attributes of any game!

All new advanced passing gives you 80 yards of viewable field to hit the open man. Multi-view perspectives heat up the running game with in-your-face action and the exclusive Smooth-Cam delivers the most advanced instant replay from virtually any angle.

NFL™ Quarterback Club™ on 32X™... REAL FOOTBALL FOR REAL PLAYERS!
If it's a challenge you want... then it's a deadly game you'll get!

SPECTACULAR GRAPHICS!

"...MOST RADICAL COMEDY HORROR ACTION-ADVENTURE OF 1995!"

"...NO CHALLENGE TOO BIG!"

IT SHOULDN'T BE LEGAL TO JAM THIS MUCH ANIMATION INTO ONE GAME!
DODGE HOOKS, EVADE THE ALWAYS WELL-ARMED FRITZ, AND HUNT DOWN THE EVIL DR. NERO NEUROSIS AS YOU RACE THROUGH HIS TWISTED CASTLE, BUT ALWAYS KEEP AN EYE OUT OR THIS EXPLOSIVELY INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE WILL BLOW YOUR MIND!

ReadySoft Incorporated
3375 14th Ave., Units 7 & 8
Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 9Y2
Tel: (905) 475-4801  Fax: (905) 475-4802

PC CD-ROM • Sega CD • 3DO • Mac CD-ROM • MPEG

BrainDead 13 is a trademark of ReadySoft Incorporated. ©1995 ReadySoft Incorporated. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Welcome to the all new GF32 Ed Zone, thanks Joe. Let's get down to bidniss. The GF office has been hyper kinetic lately with so much happening at once. Slasher is off studying MK3, the Enquirer is on a mission in Japan, Kid Fan is in Europe checking out the latest 32-bit wares, K. Lee is out trying to hunt down SF Legends, and Nick Rox is out searching for Morrigan, and I'm sitting here putting the finishing touches on GF32.

It's already starting to happen, the next generation of gaming is spreading like wild fire throughout the US game scene. Earlier this week Terry Tang and Sarah Richmond from SOA made a trip to GameFan to bestow upon us the joyous news of the OFFICIAL Saturn launch and to show us some of the amazing games that we'll be playing between September 2nd and Jan. '96.

I think a lot of people are going to be shocked when they see SOA's first generation line-up.

Quoting a recent press release; "At this time over 100 third-party publishers and developers are creating software. More than 20 titles will be available at launch with an additional library of 100 games by Christmas '95 from both Sega and third-party developers."

"Sega will launch its most ambitious marketing effort ever in support of Sega Saturn. The introduction of the Saturn will mark the largest global product launch in the company's history."

The only thing that has not been determined is the price. Right now it stands between $350 & $450. My guess would be $399 with two pack-ins, 'Daytona' and 'Virtua Fighter'.

Sega needs two strong pack-ins to do battle with the two less expensive competitors, Sony and Nintendo.

If the game I played (BUG!) during the recent SOA visit is any indication, the Saturn is going to be tough to beat, at least in the action category. It's so nice to see a launch title that is totally original and sticks to what we all love Sega for in the first place.

I was told the second generation titles that are currently in development look eons better than what we're seeing now.

Saturn development has been underway since Jan. '94, so many developers are already buttoning up second generation Saturn titles. Many of these will be shown at the upcoming E3. For more info. on these check out this month's Other Stuff.

It will be exiting to see how these three giants each approach the next generation. Some of the most brilliant minds in gaming are tucked away hoping they have the answer. I bet they all come up with something brilliant. Only five more months...

-E. Storm
Grab This! promotion.

Buy GEX™ plus any one of the products listed below, including SLAM 'N JAM™ '95, Crystal Dynamics™ in-your-face basketball game with a new 3D "fast break" perspective and receive a FREE GEX t-shirt.

5 ON 5 FAST BREAK ACTION puts you courtside for all the 3D breakaways and thunder jams.

Dynamic camera angles follow up close and personal.

PLAY LARGE! Rotoscoped players, twice as large as 16-bit games, give the twine scorching three-pointers an incredible sense of realism.

- Make roster substitutions, call plays, set screens and picks.
- Replay the highlights from multiple angles
- Track players, teams, games, and season stats
- High-octane commentary by CNN Sports™ favorite Van Earl Wright

Just purchase GEX and any of the Crystal Dynamics titles listed on this page between 4/1/95 and 6/30/95. Place your original dated sales receipts and copies of the UPC bar codes from each of your software packages, along with your name and address in a stamped envelope and mail to: Crystal Dynamics, GRAB THIS! Promotion, 87 Encina Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301.

The UPC codes and the ORIGINAL dated sales receipts must accompany your T-shirt request. (Note: sales receipt may not be reproduced in any manner.) Crystal Dynamics assumes no responsibility for lost, late, illegible, incomplete or postage due mail. No rain checks. Offer valid in the USA only. Offer void where prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted by law. T-shirt request must be postmarked by June 30, 1995.

Crystal Dynamics, the Crystal Dynamics logo, GEX, the GEX character, Slam 'n Jam '95, Off-world Interceptor, and The Horde are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics. Samurai Shodown is a registered trademark of SNK Corporation of America. Star Control II is a trademark of Accolade, Inc. 3DO, the 3DO logos and Interactive Multiplayer are trademarks of The 3DO Company. © Crystal Dynamics, 1995. All rights reserved.

Call 1-800-771-3772 for information on Game Ratings.
Not unlike any other system launch in history, the 32X is under the same scrutiny as many of its predecessors. Both the Genesis and the SNES got off to slow starts and to say the least many of their first generation titles were nothing to write home about. In fact, many of them downright stunk...

Remember Kaboom, or how about Sword Of Sodan... major pain. Of course after the developers got past the learning curve of the development systems, things got much better, and today we're playing games on both systems that we never imagined possible. Case in point, the 32X is Sega's priority hardware, stuff's comin'. Look, here's one now!, and while it's not of the highest
power attainable by the 32X, it's a darn fine shooter.

The game is a 3/4 view, Viewpoint-esque shooter which draws its appeal from flat shaded polygon graphics and some truly unique play mechanics.

The main attraction is its originality. Not only can your ship jump (yes jump), it can also hack, and learn. If you see another craft coming towards you, and it has a red core, you can jump on to it and ride it, making use of its speed and weapons, or jump on, wait for the signal, and jump off, having stolen its weapon system (learning).

Along the way huge ships from your armada will also be available for hacking, these are the most powerful ships in the game and key to beating a level easily. On your own, with stock weapons, watch out, this sucker's 'Viewpoint' hard.

Later on in the game, you lay waste to some truly spectacular polygon bosses. You'll see that and more, when we review this fine shooter next month.

—E. Storm
I don't know anyone who didn't like StarFox. However, I know many that wished it was 'off the tracks'. For them, Sega's answer is Shadow Squadron, a 1st person polygon shoot 'em up done right. Those familiar with Star Wars know how well the 32X can handle flat shaded polygons.

Shadow Squadron is the game we hoped Star Wars would be, so if you're a shooter fan, get ready for some very cool shooting indeed.

This is one of those games that has all the extras, like a great intro., an extensive options screen, a cool object viewer where you can play with all of the
ships found in the game (spin 'em, zoom 'em etc.), and a great take off sequence to get you started.

The action is either in the cockpit, or behind the ship, go anywhere shooting rapture, as you explode a wide range of enemy transports, fighters, and space stations. They all blow up with nice big explosions!

If you get tired of their color schemes, jump in to the 'color change mode' and change 'em. You can change the color on every polygon in the game with this great feature. Shadow Squadron is just one of the many 32X projects happening at SOA. We'll have a complete review next month.

-E. Storm
Botanic Base is pretty much free-wheelin' fun, in that it's not too tough. This is a good place to search around for one-ups and further practice your tether skills. Enjoy the amazing scenery. This is one of the most beautiful locales I've ever seen in a video game. There's layer upon layer of scrolling and the music is great. To defeat Robotnic, hold, slingshot above him, and score multiple hits.

In Marina Madness, you must first find the button that moves the Yacht to access blocked off areas. From there it's a lot of vertical gameplay and flying enemies. Marina Madness is tall and short, so you can either pass through quickly or hang around and search the vast mazes. When fighting Robotnic, just be reckless and go right at him. Make sure to always chase down at least one ring after getting hit, and you'll be outta' here in no time.
Here's where it starts getting tough. In Amazing Arena, it's not so much the enemies that'll get ya' but the Arena itself. First thing you've gotta' do is turn on the clock, that's when the dimly lit level comes to life in blazing color. From there you've gotta' find your way out, and as the game progresses, this gets increasingly harder. To defeat the fat one, spin dash through the enemies he tosses out then jump up quickly and take a whack. If you take a hit, bombard him while your flashing, but don't forget to grab a ring!

Not only is Speed Slider the fastest level in Chaotix but at times the graphics will totally astound you. Countless layers of multi directional scrolls and huge mechanical lifts make you wanna' stop and soak it all in. Don't hang out for too long though, some enemies shoot homers or you might get sucked up by a flying vacuum-bot. Robotnie's got a nice Merry-go-round waiting for you to take a ride...stay on the platforms, and just aim high!
If you like loops and steep inclines, the Techno Tower is your kind'a place! Travel way up and then way down. Here's where you'll have to master holding and throwing your mascot into position. Look for transparent grids and toss him up, then hold and ricochet sky high. This level is mazy and pure fun.
I beat Robotnic here so fast I don't know how I did it. I just know there's this weak spot...

WITH A WHOLE NEW ADVENTURE COMES A WHOLE NEW CAST OF WHACKY CREATURES, WATCH 'EM GO!

MECHA SONIC JUMPS IN AT THE END AND THROWS EVERYTHING HE'S GOT AT YOU. HE'S NUTHIN' REALLY, BUT... I-YIE-YIE...

...THIS GUY WANTS A KNUCKLE SANDWICH!
Acclaim is bringing their heavy hitting wrestling game to the 32X with all the bone crunching power, color, and hard hitting sounds that come with 32-bit power, er... we hope. We'll scrounge up somebody who likes wrestling games and review WWF Raw in an upcoming issue.

Is Rayman! Does this little guy get around or what? All I know is that the first version of this game comes out for is going to see a big swing on the old sales curve. Judging by the shots we've seen, it's going to be a hit. Each version of Rayman is unique, and Rayman is going to become a staple of the industry. Great character, great concept. Look for the 32X version around the corner.

Tom Zito and the gang at Digital Pictures have two of their best full motion adventures ready to go for the 32X. Corpse Killer is available now, and Slam City is just around the corner.

JetSki RAGE

Velocity is working on two games for the 32X: Spectre VR, and this amazing looking 3D extravaganza, Jet Ski Rage, a full 360 degree first person racer. This game incorporates a range of new 3D technologies, including a rocking, turbulent water environment so real it's said to cause motion sickness. Jet Ski and all Velocity's upcoming titles will be networkable. We'll have more on JSR in future issues.
Gentlemen, Start Your Satumns!!

Virtua Racing, the groundbreaking Model 1 racing game and the title that launched AM2 and Yu Suzuki into the limelight, is on its way to the Saturn under the Time Warner Interactive label.

Virtua Racing for the Saturn stays true to the classic Sega coin-op game with the original 3 tracks (Big Forest, Bay Bridge and Acropolis) in the arcade mode. TWI also saw fit to add 7 new tracks and 4 more cars, when you play the Grand Prix season mode.

The new tracks are: Amazon Falls, Pacific Coast, Metropolis, Diablo Canyon, Alpine, Surfers, and Speedway. You can choose to race a high speed Go Kart, a Porsche 911-like Sports Coupe, a Le Mans style Sports Prototype, the high tech V12 Formula-1 car, or a vintage 1960's F1 racer. In the GP mode you start out racing the Go Kart class against 15 other teams through an entire season. Not only can you earn car upgrades within the season, but you can get promoted to a higher class or even to a better team in the Formula class. Cinematic sequences provide information and introductions to new aspects of the game, tips on new tracks and cars plus commentary on race strategy. In addition to the 4 camera views during a race, there's also a 3D 'Pan-Around' view, and 20 camera 'Track Fly-By' view before or after the race. There's even the option of selecting the team colors and paint for your racing machine.

Due out in late March for the Japanese Saturn, look for VR to be one of the first titles released with the U.S. system. September 2...32-bit Joy is rapidly approaching.

-K.LEE
Witness the platform power that is... Astal! This amazing new Saturn game features one of the coolest new characters to come along since Sonic, and the best graphics you’ve probably ever seen... anywhere. The Saturn truly is the side-view action gamers dream come true. As a form of attack, Astal draws in and then power exhales the wind. Astal also has a side-kick along for extra attack power. From the scaling, to the beautiful transparencies, to the mind-blowing special effects, Astal is sure to be one of the Japanese Saturn’s biggest new games this April. SOA stated they may not bring Astal to the US... I think that would be a big mistake! I hope a converter is in the works for such instances. Look for more Astal next month.
I have played the ultimate shooting game, and it's for my Sega Saturn. There is simply none better on the planet - Panzer Dragoon exemplifies my idea of the shooter: fast-paced, difficult, graphically ultra-powerful and with some of the best tunes ever to grace the world of gaming.

It has been thousands of years since civilization was at its peak, and most of mankind has fractured off into tiny nomadic bands. One of these groups eventually grew into what is known simply as the Empire. Controlling almost everything, the Empire has begun to rediscover ancient technology, such as flying ships, gunpowder-based weapons and the most devastating of all, the long-sleeping Dragons. Yet in the part of Kyle Fleuge, a young hunter who happens to be the right place at the right time when he stumbles upon an antediluvian industrial complex and witnesses a renegade Dragonrider die at the hands of the Empire's top warrior. With his dying breath, the Dragonrider begs Kyle to continue his quest to destroy the evil Empire and bring peace to the world once more.

In PD there are four shooting modes, switchable with the Saturn's L and R buttons: Left, right, behind you, and facing front... the only view in which you can actually move your Dragon. A radar is available in the upper-right portion of the screen, allowing you to turn left, right, or completely around in time to intercept the approaching enemies. You have but one weapon, a beam gun that can be charged up, R-Type style, which at full power can release eight homing beams. The game system may seem archaic, but everything else in the game is decidedly un-basic, creating an extremely cool atmosphere - a refreshing combination of the old and the new, so to speak.

Panzer's polygon graphics are shocking. Even though they run at 20 fps with a total of 50,000 polygons per second, not terribly impressive figures, the visuals are quite amazing to say the least. The feeling of being in a fully-realized, actual 3-D environment, as well as the sensation of true flight, is so astounding as to be somewhat disorienting at first. Even though there's some slight object pop-up to be found, you never really notice it - you're too busy concentrating on taking out the enemies in front of you with a well-placed charge blast.

Now for my favorite part of Panzer, the music. Composed entirely by a professional Japanese TV musician, these spellbinding tunes are a combination of classical stuff (indeed, the title track was recorded by the Czech Philharmonic) and modern, faster beats. The effect is awesomely original and produces some of the best music ever heard in a video game.

When the Saturn is released in America this September, PD is sure to be a launch title. If you're into shooters or great games in general, pick this hyper-powerful CD up. You won't be disappointed. - Nick Rox
Here are the latest pics of Daytona USA, from an 80% complete version. The game is running at around 20 frames per second (the same as Panzer Dragoon - it's actually fairly smooth) but Yu Suzuki and crew at AM2's goal is to boost the game to a healthy 30 fps with 1,000 polygons being shifted per frame at a 224x320 resolution. This is a far cry from the arcade Model 2's 2,000 polygons per frame, 60-frames-per-second, double resolution performance, but hey... you're gonna get Daytona at home! We'll have a review of this power CD next issue.

BLAZING TORNADO

The game you see here is Human's Blazing Tornado, a '94 arcade wrestler based on the hyper-popular Super Famicom pro-wrestling series Fire Pro Wrestling. The game scales to such a degree that the characters range from being full-screen size to about 1/4 the size of the screen! Blazing Tornado is due this Summer.
Street Fighter

the Movie's not even out in the arcades yet and it's already on its way to the Saturn! Based on the super-flop SFII movie, this title features the actual actors' faces from the film, pasted on to martial artists and models. While not an actual Capcom game, (SF the Movie is being released by GameStar) expect excellent Capcom-style gameplay and quality. SFM is due in the arcades this Summer and the Saturn soon after.

Solar Eclipse

Crystal Dynamics Update: Saturn Joy!

Just as the Chieftain mentioned in the Ed Zone, many powerful developers are here in California, creating amazing new games for the Saturn and Playstatio. Pictured here are two of the titles that Crystal Dynamics will be releasing on both platforms, and one (Solar Eclipse) that will appear exclusively on the Saturn. 'Solar Eclipse' features 40 minutes of FHW, many a texture mapped polygon, and what looks like Total Eclipse-fan gameplay. Fine by me, TE rocked. The Baseball bliss you see below and right is 3D Baseball '95, an MLPA licensed baseball game starring 3D players, Crystal's proprietary Real Motion Control (TM) fluid life-like motion capture animations, commentary by Van Earl Wright and rendered photorealistic 3D stadiums modeled on SGJ workstations. Sports power is what I see. Pictured at the bottom of this page o' joy is 'Dragons of the Square Table' where you control a fluid interactive cartoon. This adventure features over 3000 frames of animation, 15 hours of voice overs on 40 characters, multi-layered hand drawn backgrounds and zany arcade action where you control whacky gizmos like CAT-putts that loft acrobatic kitties, you play the part of Flicker... but I doubt you'll see any. We'll have more on all of these amazing titles as they develop.

3D Baseball '95

Dragons of the Square Table
SEPTEMBER 2ND, SEGA'S SATURN WASHES UP ON AMERICAN SHORES...

Soon, (September 2nd) you'll walk in to a fine establishment and see these Saturn wares staring you in the face. Pictured below are the Saturn six-player tap, memory backup cart, and the best controller I have ever laid hands on, the AMAZING Saturn six-button. The Saturn steering wheel below reacts just like the Daytona coin-op wheel for the ultimate Daytona experience at home.

DEVCON 5
Here's some scenes from Data East's upcoming Sega Saturn 3D shooter, Devcon 5. The visuals in this game are mind-blowing... we'll have more D5 in our June issue.

Outlaws of the Lost Dynasty
Warlords from Chinese Mythology battle for power in Data East's new fighter for the Sega Saturn. Choose from 11 characters and watch the camera zoom!
In the year 2077, mankind faced its greatest crisis - World War III. This war decimated the world's population, causing the World Silent Security Service, or WSSS, to take drastic measures. Deadalus, a massive space station orbiting Earth, was built. This totally self-sufficient space station was designed to dispatch mechanical, unmanned weapons to halt any skirmish or war on Earth. Mankind enjoyed an 800-year period of peace.

The year is 2877. Everyone who remembered Deadalus' actual use disappeared long ago, and most people view it as God. A small group of rebels, however, believe they know the truth in thinking Deadalus is a satellite system designed to rule over humans... and they intend to stop it. Journeying to the space station, all but one of the intruders is seemingly destroyed by Deadalus' defense mechanisms. This one lone warrior, you, is intend solely on destroying Deadalus. What you do not know, however, is that destroying the massive machine will probably lead to the complete destruction of mankind.

And so Sega's Deadalus begins as you enter the first floor of the immense space-fortress. This ultra-smooth, extremely well texture-mapped blishest is without doubt the best corridor game ever made. Several weapons, like the Vulcan Cannon, a Laser, the Arm Punch and heat-seeking missiles are at your command, as are special items like boosters, shields, and hover jets. The graphics are phenome-

nal (This title screams GunNuke, the makers of Kileak the Blood and Burning Soldier) and the music is 100% PCM joy. I'm talking the best machine-made music ever heard! We'll review this CD of much joy in our June issue. -Nick Rox
GUNNER'S HEAVEN
2-D power is on the way to the PS! Sony's Gunner's Heaven features Gunstar Heroes-type gameplay with many parallax scrolls and an immense number of sprites on-screen. GH is due in April.

STARBLADE
The perfect version of Namco’s arcade hit StarBlade is finally out. SB features textured or non-textured modes of play.

JUMPING FLASH
Sony's Jumping Flash is to be the first 3-D action platformer on the PS, similar to Bug! on the Saturn. JF, starring Robbit the robotic rabbit, is due in April.

VAMPIRE/DARKSTALKERS
Capcom's perfect conversion of DarkStalkers is nearly ready! The game will be available April 28th, so look for a review next issue.

GUNDAM
Bandai’s Gundam is a 3-D strategic shooter, due in early Summer. The current version of this CD is a far cry from the pain seen in last year’s demos.
SD TOHSHINDEN!

Tokuma Intermedia Publishing of Japan has released a Tohshinden strategy guide, the Tohshinden Perfect Fighting Book, which comes bundled with a limited-edition premium CD-ROM. Contained on this CD is "Tohshinden Olanoshimini-Ban," a special version of Tohshinden which features a control-the-camera CPU vs. CPU mode and a special vs. mode in which you can control keen SD versions of Eiji and Ellis, as well as select extremely cool black costumes for them both. Wait until you see Ellis in her see-through black duds... tres sexy!

Below are some new shots of Boxer's Road, New's incredible 3-D boxing game with 20 views. Look for a review next issue!

STREET FIGHTER

Boy, talk about quick. The arcade game hasn't even officially hit the streets yet, and Capcom is already showing screen shots of Street Fighter: The Movie for the home 32-Bit systems. Here are a few pix of the PlayStation version and judging by these shots the game is close to being done. Expect to see this digitized bliss arrive in American game stores alongside the Saturn and PlayStation this September.

Shown on the right is Street Fighter II: The Interactive Movie, due on PlayStation, Saturn and 300 later this year. This CD uses footage from the Japanese SFII motion picture. - K. LEE
FIGHT FOR LIFE

I have a feeling that one of the most-often copied genres in the realm of 32-Bit gaming will become the 3-D fighter. Games like Tohshinden and Tekken paved the way for the Virtua Fighter clones, and this Jag cartridge, Fight for Life, is following their lead.

Programmed by Francois Yves Bertrand, Fight for Life opens with an amazing, fully-sampled hard rock track, accompanied by somewhat impressive texture-mapped block men (they’re not done yet) dueling on a fully Gouraud-shaded checkerboard. From this astounding aural utopia we venture into a world filled with tinny Euro music and an announcer who’s voice (if it’s even possible) is twenty times deeper and more evil than MKII’s.

You have your choice of multiple fighters in FFL: Muhali, an Arabian-type guy, Lun, this Asian dude, Jenny, a twistin’ chick with a crate on her head, Kimura, a Ninja, Pog, some Gen-X freak, MJ, a boxy boxer and Ian, a Guile character. Unfortunately, at this point in development each fighter has the same moves. It’s not known yet whether certain attacks will be exclusive to each character. Another intriguing aspect of this game is the fact that you can only jump straight up. This isn’t due to the Jag’s unwieldy pad, either: You simply cannot jump forward or back. There are certain special moves, like the Rotative Jump Kick, however, that will make the character jump forward automatically.

Atari claims that this game will fall somewhere between Takara’s peerless Tohshinden on PlayStation and Sega’s VF: Better control than Tohshinden and better graphics than Virtua Fighter. At this stage, however, Fight for Life has a long way to go before it even nicks either game’s strengths. We can only hope that it does.

-Nick Rox
CyberMorph fans rejoice, for yet another 3D texture-mapped shootout has arrived. Hover Strike is a pretty good, ground-based Jaguar blaster. Though you may be asking, “Did we really need another 3D game on the Jag... where are my RPGs?” Hover Strike is worth a look-play. The game’s story and format could be put into three simple words: Moon Patrol ’95. You take a ground-hugging hovercraft onto enemy moons as you search for various targets to destroy. The ultimate goal is to knock out the aliens’ entire shield structure to make way for a full scale invasion by the good guys.

The game play’s pretty good, but state-of-the-art it ain’t. Your craft can move forward, brake, shoot, or fire missiles. The interface is solid, but there’s no way to drive backward or strafe... major oversights. Your mission is usually to blast all the Borg-lookin’ enemies in site, negotiate some bumpy terrain, and finally take out the main target(s). Nothing especially exciting or deep, just driving and shooting.

The 3D texture-mapped graphics are just what you’d expect, and nothing more. Technically they’re good, but I don’t know about you but I am getting bored of these types of graphics, which don’t seem to get much better (and are certainly nowhere near the king of texture mapped, Doom). The screen scrolling is fair, but some smoothness is left to be desired. The music and sounds don’t stand out, but aren’t abysmal either.

Hover Strike’s most outstanding features are its length and variety of levels. While the game isn’t too complicated, there are many surfaces to traverse such as ice, and inclement conditions to contend with such as darkness. With its battery back-up and many missions, Hover Strike is a game you can kick back and play for a long time... but if you’re like me, you’ll end up itching for the smoothness and depth of Doom.

If Jaguar owners are hermits stranded in a desert of mediocre games, Hover Strike is at least a saltine cracker.

--Slasher Quan
Okay everyone, toss aside all your prejudices and open your mind to what could be the best original game on the Jaguar yet...Rayman. Some of you may be skeptical about Jag carts. Don’t be with this one.

Rayman is a wonderful, light-hearted platformer starring one of the strangest, yet appealing heroes ever. He's (it's) a no-armed, no-legged dude who has to restore balance to his world. See, Mr. Dark has stolen the tool of eternal peace, the Great Protoon. The Electroons who used to gravitate to the Protoon are just a bunch of smashed atoms without their fix of Protoon. Cool story, huh?

The game takes place in a brilliantly illustrated and animated world, with tons of colors and some of the coolest scenes you've ever seen. I felt like I was flashing back to the first time I played Castle of Illusion for the Genesis.

Rayman starts with only the ability to jump, but the awesome news here is he can gain new skills as he progresses. For example, Ray can hook up with a friend such as a fairy, who will endow him with a new talent. When Ray meets his friends and learns new tricks, UBI is planning full voice dialogue! Rayman will learn to hang from...
Ledges, wind up his fist for a long-range projectile punch, hover with his helicopter-like hair, fly, and swing with his extendible fist.

The vertically-scrolling and side-scrolling levels vary and require many different play techniques. In one very creative scene, Rayman must “plant” platforms, which instantly grow right out of the ground. As for levels of scrolling, each new version of Rayman that arrives in our office has more and more parallax!

It’s been a while since I could say this about a Jaguar game, but I CAN’T WAIT for Rayman to be completed!

—Slasher Quan
Well lizards and Gentlemen here's the game that every 300 owner has been waiting for, GEX. So, was it worth the wait?, will the 300 finally be the recipient of platforming bliss?, and will GEX ever make it back to his barcalounger? I'm here to fill in the blanks, so pull up a controller and stay awhile.

Let's start out with the obvious... graphics. GEX gets underway with a spectacularly rendered cinematic intro that introduces you to a bad guy that you will be dying to fight. This floating cross between an Alien and a game show host is evil to the core. He's sucked you right out of your living room into a world unlike any that any lizard has ever seen, and you gotta' get home in time for that Rhoda re-run!

The game graphics are equally impressive, especially the many layers of parallax, something I never thought I'd see on the 300. Gex himself is one of the best looking and animated characters that I have ever seen. I just wish that the enemies were as smooth and rendered looking. They're conventional bit-mapped images and appear to have a slower frame rate when compared to GEX. Never-the-less they are drawn well for the most part, and fit each locale per-

fectly. The foregrounds are flawless, ultra-bright and colorful.

Now let's cover some ground with those all important play mechanics. This is one of the spots where GEX really shines. Since GEX is a lizard, and a Gecko at that, he can suck up to just about any flat surface either belly up, upside-down, or up the side. While he's slidin' around on these surfaces he can slap in any direction with his tail or nab stuff with his super long tongue, shh! "That hits the spot". GEX can also jump, coil his tail, and bonk his enemies on the head. Grab a nearby power up, and GEX can spit fire, ice, or even electricity. You can configure the buttons just how you want 'em so running and jumping is a breeze, GEX controls very well, especially with a Goldstar controller. The Goldstar still ain't the answer, but it'll have to do until someone wakes up and makes a Sega 6-button-ish pad.

Now onto the levels. The levels in GEX are divided into five parts and are vast to say the least. There is much to do in each and every one as GEX must find new rooms to turn on new levels and VHS tapes to save his progress. You can stay in a level as long as you like and explore to your hearts content. The overall layout of the game is masterful with much vertical and horizontal gameplay. Wait 'til you get lost in the cartoon world a couple of times and you'll know what I mean.
To wrap up this preview (I got the final CD just before closing and I wanna' beat it before I review it) lets chat about the first time a video game character has ever been given a voice and personality that has actually turned out to be cool. Dana Gould provides the jokes and one liners in GEX and they not only fit him like a glove but they're pretty funny. I've laughed twice so far: I died a couple of times in the same spot. The next time GEX started they he said "this looks familiar". GEX bugged on me! Then when I finished the level he said "That was about as much fun as being Mike Tyson's cell mate on Valentine's Day". That's good stuff and I'm sure there's more. Next issue I'll have a big ol' GEX review where I'll talk about each area, the bosses, and pass along a few tips. In the mean time I suggest you go out and stump up a copy of GEX and join in the fun.

--E. Storm
Why would anybody spend so much time on such an elaborate game and then completely miss the boat on gameplay? That is the question you must ask yourself when you fire up Rise of the Robots.

Everything starts out brimming with promise; cool techno soundtrack, nicely animated fully rendered intro, and a cast of highly detailed mechanical monsters. But then... "Fight!". What's this? I can only play a vs. game as the main character? He's only got two moves! I could live with that except they're pretty hard to pull off when some pile of junk with telescopic arms is jamming me in the corner. Let's try a two player game... Oh no! Him again? Player two can choose any fighter, and once again I'm stuck with robot dude. This guys a puss, I wanna be the trash compactor!

I just don't get it. A little more tweaking or maybe bringing in some pro-class fighting gamers could have made the gameplay as good as the graphics. Instead we are left with a game that will appeal more to science fiction fans than fight fans. I believe the ladder group is the intended target audience.

-Sgt. Gamer
It's no big secret that many a reviewer at GameFan frowns on the FMV genre. Well, I happen to like it. I guess that's why I was chosen to review Digital Pictures latest; Corpse Killer. In this throw back from those great horror flicks of old, you assume the role of the Lieutenant, who upon landing on the Island of Cay Noir is bitten by a crazed zombie and therefore, right from the start is dying... well sort of. Being dead on this island can mean being more alive than ever. You see, the evil Nercobiologist, Dr. Elgin R. Hellman is bent on overtaking the entire world with his race of zombies.

In order to start this joyous process he's resurrected a most heinous group of serial killers, gang members, mercenaries, and death row victims. The US Gov't. has called upon the Special Forces to wipe out Hellman and his zombies before it's too late, that's where you come in. The first (well, second if you count the zombie) person that you meet is Winston. He comes to your rescue, briefs you on the situation and introduces you Julie. Julie is a struggling journalist who has stumbled upon her story of a lifetime and she'll stop at nothing to get it.

So, the stage is set, time to interact! In CK you'll have to think, and plan, as much as you shoot. As you progress in the game, no matter how well you do against the hordes of zombies, you have to acquire 'breath' to restore your health throughout the game, as well as 'Babar' coated bullets, 'Ju-Ju' sticks and other assorted voodoo-ish supplies. You gotta kill the zombies, Winston will handle the potions and whats-not accordingly. It's kind of hard to explain since the way you play the game may differ from the way I did. Basically, the story unfolds as you see fit to unfold it. There are many strategies to reach the end.

The video in CK is excellent, as is the interface. A quick read through the instructions is all it takes to get started since important dialogue comes from both your two buddies, and the Datapod, where you'll plan your strategy from. Here you can have Winston role the Bones for hints, save your game, and use the items you've earned for zombie killing.

The shooting sequences in CK are pretty diverse for an FMV title. DP has concocted a wide assortment of zombies, many of which can only be killed a certain way. So you can't just glue down the button and play away. You'll have to change your weapons sporadically to kill the nastier enemies and conserve valuable ammo. The zombies in the game vary from the scary, to the down-right funny. The un-dead gang members and serial killers lumber along like helpless targets, while the Renegades and Cult Killers hover in at frightening speed.

There are many aspects to Corpse which I've named only a few. If you're one of the many who loves a good DP adventure do not hesitate, I've played them all and would have to say that so far, this is the best one! - F. Rizzo
**KILLING TIME**

Welcome to a remarkable new 3D adventure for the 3DO, Killing Time. Recommended for those over 17, KT is what I always wished 7th Guest was... action and shooting! Of course, there are also mazes galore and a great story line. You're trapped in an island mansion filled with the attendees of a lascivious 1920's party. A haunting apparition (you don't wanna' know how she died) will beckon your help (I hate when dead people beckon). You must uncover her horrible secret and break the spell which keeps the island in chaotic limbo. Take my word for it, this game's hot... and it ships in June!

**BLADE FORCE**

All I can say about BladeForce is... amazing. For a system that can only display 50,000 texture mapped polygons per second, this is mighty impressive! You'll swear it's more. You want 'off the tracks, go anywhere 3D shooting? You got it... 28 areas of it! Take flight in 360 degree 3D world with guns at the ready in a futuristic HeiPak. BladeForce features: 16,000 true 3D objects per level and over 75,000 polygons per level in RAM, more than 500,000 polygons of texture mapped 3D geometry, more than 1000 TV screens worth of terrain is offered on each level, and the "Buni-cam", which gives the player a sense of being just behind the HeiPak on another helicopter. This just may be the best 3DO game to date! Look for it this June!

**THE ALL NEW PEOPLE'S GAMESHOW**

"The All New People's GameShow" features more than 2000 interactive (there's that word again) challenges, including: FMV jigsaw puzzles, visual memory tests, pop-culture quizzes, concentration games, and more. It's referred to as "the thinking persons video game"... I guess I never think. Actually, GameShow games are quite popular and for those that like to kick it with 'em, this is your ultimate game.
DOUBLE DRAGON

It seems that I review a new Neo-Geo fighter in every issue - not necessarily a disagreeable experience. This month, however, it almost was. From the moment I switched on the trusty Neo, I knew there was a problem. The game opens with FMV of the ultrabomb Double Dragon film. Yup, you heard me right... FMV! And cheap, super-sctipt-holed, grainy-death Sega-CD FMV at that.

There’s nothing overtly wrong with the game, but little inconsistencies in quality add up to create a most average experience, which is the case here. Don’t get me wrong. Double Dragon does have some cool original features, such as scaling out to the very borders of the playing field, literally reducing your character to 1/10 of his fully-scalable size. Another cool innovation, unfortunately utilized only on the main characters, Billy and Jimmy, is the ability to...
transform into a completely different fighter with new animation and moves upon filling your Super gauge. The actual play isn't based on kick or punch buttons, but rather on four generic buttons of increasing strength. The fourth and most devastating blow, however, is almost useless because it takes too long to actually perform. Each character has an array of special moves that can be turned into Super by simply performing them with two buttons when the Super gauge is full. This seems strange to me, though - aren't super moves meant to be hard to pull off? Beyond this, the action is pretty basic - two-in-one based combos, are to be found here in droves, with two-tap dashes and double-jumps aplenty.

The art is fair, with slightly above-average animation. The only truly innovative aspect of the artistry in this game is the sheer size of the playing fields - many, many, MANY screens wide and tall. There's also a minimal degree of interaction with the backgrounds. You can break walls, torches and other scenery, and in Abobo's stage, smash the ceiling, causing a massive subway train to drop into your fighting area. Believe me, though, it's not as spectacular as it may sound.

The music is this game is actually excellent... it's probably the best part of the game. In fact, it may be the most amazing music I've heard on the Neo, at least from a technical standpoint. Strangely, the fantastic music is nearly ruined by the truly AWFUL narrator. We're talking MAJOR English pain. It's a Japanese chick who pronounces "Burnov" as "Bluno." Not only is everything mispronounced, but her voice is just ultra-annoying.

All in all, Tekken: Double Dragon is a slightly above-average fighter. It has its minor innovative merits, but I can't say it's worth purchasing when excellent titles like King of Fighters, Samurai II and Galaxy Fight are already available. A CD version would be worth picking up, but the game ain't worth $200.
One of the most underrated and underplayed arcade games of '94 was Capcom's phenomenal DarkStalkers. In our November issue I called it the best fighter of all time. And to me, it was... until now.

Night Warriors is without a doubt my favorite fighting game yet. Not only has Capcom added controllable bosses, many extra moves and two awesome new characters, but they've fixed the previous version's minor niggles, like balancing the fighters' abilities and fixing Dimitry's extremely annoying un-connectable ducking forward. Night Warriors could be considered DarkStalkers Champion Edition... basically, what Capcom's done is made a great game greater.

Let's begin with the two new characters, Donovan Baine and Hsien-Ko. Donovan is a Dark Hunter, a son born of a human woman and a demon male. His goal is to destroy all darkness in the world, with his main target being the vampire Dimitri Maximoff. Accompanied by his enchanted, living Tibetan blade Kilshred and an emotionless little girl named Anita.
who he believes can lead him to evil, he is set to bring light to the world. Hsien-Ko is actually two sisters, Ling-Ling and Lei-Lei, housed inside the body of a Kyonshi, or Chinese ghost. Lei-Lei died untimely and Ling-Ling sacrificed herself to save her sister’s life.

Becoming Hsien-Ko, the duo decide to enter the battle of the Night Warriors.

Gameplay remains the same for the most part, but there are a few additions. The most important of these is the Chain Combo system, combo moves which are performed with normal punches and kicks. You are also no longer limited to charging your Special gauge just once. You can now store up to nine super moves, which carry over between rounds. The guard reversal attacks introduced in DarkStalkers are now given actual on-screen bonuses, as are the aforementioned Chain Combos. The auto-block feature found in X-Men is implemented here, as well, but is limited.

Next month we’ll have a review and a move guide for this truly awesome fighter, so look forward to it and to playing the game in early Summer! - NL Rox
Mortal Kombat 3 made its worldwide debut at a Chicago test site on March 12th, then was rolled out before the public at the ACME coin-op show in Reno, NV on March 23rd. Thanks to John George, other internet sources, and our own hands-on play test, the picture is really starting to take shape.

14 Characters...and More?

For starters, MK 3 features 14 main playable characters (see sidebar for descriptions). There's also a mysterious empty box on the select screen, which will allow you to access at least one playable hidden character (there are at least three hidden characters total). And yes, Random Select still works...just hold Up and hit Start.

There's no indication yet what happened to the MK II characters who didn't make it to 3. Some could be dead, hidden, or in disguise! (Cyrax is rumored to be Scorpion, but don't count on it.)

The story is Shao Kahn has left the Outworld, and turned his attention to Earth. Using his queen Sindel, who he resurrected from the dead, Kahn has already started to take over our world. All of the souls on the planet have been lost...except for the 14 Mortal Kombat Warriors chosen for this tournament, who fight to determine the fate of Earth.

New Button, New Speed

On the gameplay front, the big new addition is the RUN button, located to the bottom-left of the Low Punch button (all five other buttons remain the same). The new button configuration is very ergonomic, and once you get used to it, RUN is easily accessed by your thumb. MK 3 is definitely faster than part II, and the use of the RUN button really picks up the pace!

According to designers Ed Boon and John Tobias, the RUN button was added primarily as a way to combat that “it's just a waiting game” criticism of past MK games. Some players didn't like how you could always just sit in one position, wait, then counter anything the enemy did. The RUN button is supposed to give the aggressor the advantage and enable them to start a move or combo while running. A little green bar shows how much RUN energy you have left, and it quickly regenerates as soon as you stop running.

Killer Kombos

MK 3 still has the familiar juggling air combo system, only it's been expanded and many more moves now provide a "lifting" effect to set the enemy up for a combo (i.e. Kitana's Fan Lift from MK II). For example, check out Shang Tsung's new Flaming Skulls which send the enemy rocketing into the air!

In addition to the familiar juggling combos, there's an ALL-NEW ground combo system! If you get close and hit the enemy with a certain normal punch or kick, they will be stunned and then you can immediately string together a series of three to four more normal punches or kicks. Sometimes the final hit in a ground combo will even send the enemy flying into the air so you can juggle them for more hits! So, which punches and kicks work in ground combos? It's different for every character!

All of the combos are in the MK tradition, which means YOU must execute all the joystick moves/button presses. This is NOT
like Killer Instinct where you hit six buttons and get a 30-hit combo!

By the way, MK 3 now displays combo info, including the number of hits and the damage percentage (similar to Primal Rage). Players are already finding 7-hit/42% combos...even a 10/63% combo!

Finish Him

Only a handful of Fatalities have been found so far, but they look just as amazingly violent as ever. Ed has stated there will be DEFINITELY be Animalities in MK 3, in addition to two to three Fatalities per character, background-related Fatalities, and maybe some other "altities" yet to be revealed.

Mysterious Boxes

There are also now six boxes displayed at the bottom of the VS screen when two people are playing. Each player controls three boxes. By pressing the respective button, each box cycles through nine possible pictures. Some of the possible pictures include: MK 3 symbol, Skull, Question Mark, Rained, Yin Yang symbol, Lightning Bolt, Shao Khan, Peace symbol, and more...

Many different game effects are possible depending which boxes are selected! For example, if one player displays Shao Kahn in all three of his boxes, he will be handicapped by the loss of half of his energy at the start of each round. Or, if all six boxes are made to display Yin Yang symbols, then all blocking is disabled! Since there are six boxes with nine possible choices, there's a lot of potential for hidden stuff here!

In the single-player mode, there are no boxes but you can "Choose Your Destiny." You choose to start at one of three different towers, with three different battle plans. Could this mean different enemies along the way, different bosses, and different endings? One boss we've seen is this big centaur-looking behemoth...the sprite takes nearly half the screen!

New Backgrounds

The new backgrounds are set on an eerie, unpopulated version of Earth! The backgrounds look highly improved over MK II and were created using rendering technology. One of the cooler backgrounds is the Subway, where you can uppercut the other guy so he gets smashed up into another level called "The Street," and you follow!

In the Subway, you're down on the subway tracks or a depot with flickering lights and a sign that says:

```
<-- Boon Tobias -->
300N 400E
```

Another interesting background is the Booyard, a graveyard with a full moon behind moving cloud. Four of the tombstones display some interesting names with the following birth and death dates:

- Tobias Beran Mikićic 3/22/64 8/24/69 8/29/67 8/8/69 4/1/95 4/1/95 4/1/95 4/1/95

What does the April Fool's date signify? A few of the other gravestones have these names: Cage, UtB, and CAL.

More Kombat

About six months after MK 3 hits the arcades, Ed and John are planning to release an MK 3 chip revision which will add new characters (possibly as many as six), new backgrounds, new Fatalities, and much more. This way, gamers can play original MK 3 on the PlayStation when it hits this fall, but still have new things to find in the arcade game. Will the revised MK 3 ever come to a home system? It's highly likely that the Ultra 64 cart (Spring '98) will contain all the new features from the update.

Midway's plans to keep the MK hype going extend far beyond just a chip revision. When MK 3 is launched, the fever will start with TV ads on networks like MTV. Then the hype will continue with the MK movie in July, an MK animated series, an MK live-action tour, and possible Midway-supported MK 3 tournaments in arcades. Remember those boxes on the VS screen where you input codes? Get this: codes for that screen will be revealed in the advertisements for MK 3!

'Til Next Time...

Ed and John have promised 100% final code (no revisions will be necessary unless bugs appear) for MK 3 in arcades probably by the time this issue's in your hands. Stay tuned to GameFan for the latest in our next issue! --Slashar Quan and The Enquirer
MK 3 Current Move List!

Here's a full description of each character in MK 3, plus all the moves that have been discovered so far. Please note that all moves are based on a preliminary test version of MK 3, and many commands could change before the final release version!


SINDEL
Sindel is Shao Kahn's Queen. Played by Lia Montelongo, she's scantily clad in purple with long, flowing white hair with a black stripe down the back. She wears thigh-high black boots. She was reincarnated when Kahn took over the Earth Realm. When she wins a round she floats around in the air.

Known Moves
- Yell (holds victim): F,F,F,HP
- Float: B,B,B, HK
- Diagonal Down Fireball: HCF,LK

SHEEVA
She's supposedly one of Goro's seven wives. She has four arms, black hair, and wears a red outfit...she has a really nasty-looking face!

Known Moves
- Teleport Stomp: D,U
- Fireball: QCF, HP

CYRAX
A gold-colored Robo-Ninja played by Sal DiVita, he's rumored to be Scorpion in disguise. He wears full body armor and has a black ponytail.

Known Moves
- Exploding Teleport: F,F,LK
- Throw Green Net: B,B,B,LK
- Throw Bomb: B,B,D,HK

Fatality: According to Ed Boon, Cyrax has a great Fatality. He stands in front of you and all this machinery comes out of his chest and just crushes you.

KABAL
He wears a helmet and a gold-colored outfit. He fights with what look like big crowsbars (a.k.a. hook swords). He's played by Richard Divizio.

Known Moves
- Purple Fireball: B,B,HP
- Tornado Spin: B,F,LK

LIU KANG
Kang now has long hair. He wears red and black pants. Supposedly he's played by the same guy who portrayed him in the MK movie.

Known Moves
- High Fireball: F,F,HP
- Low Fireball: F,F,LK
- Flying Kick: F,F,HK
- Bike Kick: Hold LK 3 seconds

SHANG TSUNG
He's got longer black hair, eye makeup, and a goatee, but no beardie. He's played by a new actor named John Turk. When he wins he raises his fist in the air and it glows green.

Known Moves
- Throw Skulls: B,B,B,LP
- Fire Eruption: F,F,B,LK

SUB-ZERO
He's now unmasked and wears more of a blue suspender-type outfit. He's played by John Turk. Sub-Zero no longer wears a mask because he dropped out of his ninja class, and now two Cyber-Ninjas are out to execute him!

Known Moves
- Ice Shower: QCF,HP
- Ice Clone: OCB,LP
- Slide: B,LKP+Block+LK

SONYA
She has blonde hair and a green outfit quite similar to the one in MK 1. She wears green, black, and white spandex. She's played by Kerri Hoskins, the Playboy model who played a cheerleader in NBA JAM and starred in Revolution X.

Known Moves
- Energy Rings: QCF,LP
- Upward Bicycle Kick: B,B,B,LK

KANO
His new costume is a mix of red and black. He's played by Richard Divizio, the same actor who played Kano in the original MK.

Known Moves
- Flying Kick: Hold LK 3 seconds
- Knife Thrown: OCB,HP
- Knife Uppercut: QCF,HP

Fatalities #1: Get close and tap F,F,F,LP. (He rips their skeleton out through their mouth...)

Fatalities #2: Stand just outside sweep range and tap F,F,F,HK. (He sends a beam of light from his eye-piece into the opponent, who explodes.)

STYRKER
He's looks like some sorta cop, wears a black cap backwards, and has a red outfit. He fights with a baton and throws grenades. When he wins, he fires his gun into the air.

Known Moves
- Baton Throw: F,F,HK
- Grenade: HCB,HP

SEKTO
He's the red-colored Robo-Ninja. Cyrax and Sektor look the same and are just palette-swapped.

Known Moves
- Heat-Seeker Missile: HCB,HP
- Straight Missile: F,F,LP
- Teleport: F,F,LK

NIGHTWOLF
He's the Native American player by Sal DiVita. He's very modern, and his costume is cool.

Known Moves
- Shoot Arrow: HCB,LP
- Hatchet Uppercut: HCB,HP
- Reflect Shield: B,B,B, HK
- Shadow Shoulder Ram: F,F,LK

KUNG LAO
His costume is quite similar to the old one, but his vest is more like wide gold suspenders. He's played by Anthony Marquez, the same actor who portrayed him in MK II.

Known Moves
- Hat Throw: B,F,LP
- Teleport: D,U
- Diagonal Down Kick: D,HK in the air

Thanks to the following Internet sources for contributing to this report: John George, Brian Smolik, Mike Kokai, Angelo Llanes Cruz, Rory Groves, and everyone else on the MK newsgroup!
The wizards at SNK present: Super Sidekicks 3 The Next Glory. This 158-meg title is more a refinement of Sidekicks 2 than a whole new game.

The concept has stayed the same but the graphics have been tweaked slightly. For example, the actual grass on the playing field is detailed to the nth degree. In certain stadiums, the grass is cut just like arrows and even the soccer ball itself. In the stands, the crowd don’t look like pixel-by-pixel graphics anymore. They’re longer looking: they now have 3 layers of detail, resulting in a more realistic 3D look. Also in 3D, are the close-up goal shots. The first-person shots are just like they were in SSX 2 but now you also get an overhead 3D view that looks great. The player goalies are also new and highly detailed. The scaling effect is smoother than ever and it adds an extra visual impact when the action heats up. In my opinion, the noise of the crowd has not improved as the fans no longer sing, chant or beat their silly little drums like they did in the previous game.

The only shouts you get from them is when you approach the goal area—nothing exciting enough to do backflips over. More than anything however, Sidekicks 3 shines in gameplay. It’s not that the controls are overly complex; they’re not. Therefore, it’s easy for a novice or non soccer fan to play and therefore get absorbed in. The only fly in the ointment is that playing SSX3 is like listening to a remix version of your favorite song—it’s basically the same thing you’ve experienced before. This would be O.K. if such groundbreaking games such as F.I.F.A. Soccer on the 3DO or Victory Goal on the Saturn did not exist. But in fact, they do. If SNK is to remain a major player in the soccer genre, they must build upon previous achievements not rest on their laurels -K.LEE

Feel The Pain

The Competition Is Tough...The Ref’s Are Even Tougher

Go Head To Head With The Best Teams In The World
Ever since 1992, my favorite basketball game of all time has been NCAA Basketball for the SNES. I thought nothing would ever have a chance to displace the champ...until now.

From the early preview version, Slam 'N' Jam for the 3DO looks like it could be one of the most important sports simulations to be released in 1995. The game could blow away NBA Jam, NCAA, etc. and set a new standard for basketball excellence.

The amazing 3D above-and-behind-the-court camera angle is highly reminiscent of Konami's Run and Gun arcade game, but amazingly, Slam 'N' Jam's graphics are far and away superior to the coin-op. It's astonishing that the 3DO home system hardware, released over a year ago, can outclass high-tech, multi-$1000 Konami arcade hardware, released last year.

The visuals in this game are so incredible, you'd think it was the NBA on HDTV. There is next to no chopiness or pixelization to be found. The scrolling is smooth as jersey silk, and the player animations are so sweet, you'll be screaming, 'I can see every frame!'
FLIGHT NUMBER 3 - NOW ARRIVING...

The pix are perfect, but how about the game play? Crystal Dynamics shoots the rock, baby! At least it looks that way. Steals, posting up, treys, monster dunks, even midair rebound put-backs...gimme alley oops and play calling and you won't hear me gripe about anything!

The preview version was incomplete in many areas, especially options, play mechanics, and teams/players. At this moment the players are fake and the teams have their correct NBA jersey colors, but not the NBA logos. It's possible that CD might get some real licenses, stay tuned. But no license is required for realistic arenas--check out the parquet floor at Boston Garden!

The sounds were also incomplete in the version we played, but the ultra-sharp announcer was full of great basketball slang and color commentary. There was even a funky rap thing at the options screen.

Unlike other latrines masquerading as basketball games (such as NBA Hangtime '95 for the Sega CD), Slam 'N' Jam is a full-on, five-on-five pro basketball game. This means you get all the options you'd expect: exhibition, playoff, and season options, plus statistics records. NBA Live '95 and NBA Jam T.E. are good, but the 16-bit limit has been reached and it's time to push new frontiers on 32-bit systems such as the 300. With Slam 'N' Jam, Crystal Dynamics sends a crystal clear message to all the other companies stuck in innovation ruts: "Get that junk OUT!!"

--Cal Cavalier
Someone's finally done it! Using the power of the 32X, Acclaim has actually surpassed Madden (which of course was only on Genesis, so it's an unfair comparison, but what the heck). NFL Quarterback Club is the most kick-ass home football game I've ever played!

Developed by Iguana (whose last football effort was a superb conversion of Super High Impact), this cart is for all intents and purposes a Madden clone...only better, much better. Everything, especially the action, just looks and feels better.

The game features all 28 real NFL teams, plus the likenesses of the members of the illustrious Quarterback Club (a bunch of starting QBs). The only real function of the QBs is you can role-play as any one of them. For example, you could use Troy Aikman to lead the 49'ers (the heroes). Otherwise, the teams and modes are straightforward. You pick from preseason, playoff, and full-season options, with battery available to save your position. There's also a simulation mode, which places you in the middle of a real-life or fictitious in-progress game, usually with the job of leading a team to a come-from-behind victory.

QB Club's graphics are nothing short of spectacular. The floating above-and-below-the-field view is similar to Madden, but more refined. The screen scrolls fluidly, and the zooms and pans are flawless. The player animation is also just about perfect. The game treats you to a variety of colorful (that's 1000's of colors) digitized stills of members of the Club, which adds graphic candy to a visually stunning game.

The 32X-enhanced sounds are just about as good as the graphics. You get great crowd noise, a digitized ref's voice, and...
groans for those bone-crunching hits.

The controls and game play are as responsive as you'd hope them to be. The game features very precise run controls and the standard moves such as spinning and diving. The play-calling meets the current standards, with three levels per play (range, formation, and specific play). The interface is just plain intuitive. One of the most incredible features is the instant replay. You can lock onto any player or the ball and zoom in almost at ground level, or pan out to a high-up blimp view. The slow-mo even has frame-by-frame. There's so much flexibility, you will freak out and start looking for the "On Air" light flashing...It's like a live broadcast!

I only have only three quibbles with QB Club. First, I wish the developers had taken full advantage of the six-button controller. You figure gamers who spring for a 32X probably have invested in the relatively inexpensive six-shooters, why not use them? There are plays where more than three receivers run routes, why not use X, Y, and Z as additional receiver options? Or how about a greater variety of moves while running the ball? My second quibble is with the passer's view. It's perfect except for one thing: the button callouts are just a tad small. Depending on how deep your 'outs are, it can sometimes be hard to tell which is A, which is B, and which is C. No big deal, and a saving comment is that the letters are color-coded depending on how open or covered the receivers are--cool! My final quibble is the lack of a four-player option, but this is a very minor feature in a football game.

My criticism is constructive only. Overall this game is just so polished, you'd almost say it's shiny, even if it's not Shiny...It's a lizard, er, iguana. Anyway, if you're a gridiron gladiator armed with a 32X, it all boils down to: BUY THIS GAME!!

--Cal Cavalier
Inside of every video game player is a golfer, struggling to get out. It's the ultimate game of counts and measures. When done properly, as Sega's Pebble Beach golf is, video game golf can become even more fun than the real thing. Of course I can't golf, so that's easy for me to say. But get me on the bit-mapped course, and I'm a demon.

With Sega's Pebble Beach, you're probably expecting something similar to those versions popular on the PC (yuk) and the 3DO. But that's not what you get. There's more than just a few goodies packed in to the Saturn version. I'd have to say my favorite feature is the ball-cam, something I think all golf should have. After choosing this option, once you hit the ball, the camera follows, and although the scaling isn't perfect (it's hard work, but not perfect) the effect is great. Usually, you just watch as the screen clicks forward showing your lonely ball drifiting along the fairway.

Besides this choice option, the game is surrounded with perfect music and scenic FAN, offers every possible pose of play, and features a really great graphic tutorial (pinned here) on how to play the game. Of course with golf comes the inevitable...elevator music. Hey, golfers love the stuff, and I guess it fits. If it's any consolation, this is darn good elevator. The sound effects and voice are excellent.

Another fine addition to this version of PG is the addition of animated caddies. That's right! They don't just stand there like stiffs, they reach in and grab your club. "Good caddy, now get me a Beer!" (or a soda if you're under 21.) The animation on the golfers is also silky smooth.

Here's one last little bit of joy before I dart. Before each hole, you'll see an overview of the next hole which will lift off the map, scale in, and then zoom by as Craig Stadler describes the terrain ahead...

Hey if you're in to video golf as I am, this is the ticket. Pebble Beach on the Saturn is about as real as it gets. So, turn on the fan, cue the birds, and Sega will put you right in the middle of the action. -CHNP

Pebble Beach Links Golf

Sega Saturn

SEGA/T&E
SIMULATION
1-4 PLAYERS(S)
AVAIL. NOW JPN.
WOW! LOOK AT ALL THESE OPTIONS THAT I CAN'T READ!

FROM THE TUTORIAL TO THE COFFEE BREAK, THIS GAME'S GOT IT ALL... BUT THEY DON'T TAKE AMERICAN EXPRESS.

GET A BIRDS EYE VIEW OF EACH HOLE... WATCH OUT FOR TERDS!

IT'S GOING... GOING... OOOHHH, HE'S IN THE WOODS. DIG A HOLE AND CRAWL IN!

EVERYWHERE YOU LOOK... IT'S GOLFING BLISS. CEPT YOU CAN'T CHASE DUCKS.
Depression... unbearable, unending depression... players greedy as rock stars, owners doing their best Don Corleone (i.e. The Godfather) impressions. President Clinton unsuccessfully trying to intervene, scabs masquerading as real players... I was just about to get a wet cloth, slit my wrists, and kill myself when, lo and behold, the only thing that could have shaken me out of my deep strike-induced funk has arrived: a nearly-complete version of World Series Baseball '95 for the Genesis!

WSB '95 is the superior baseball video game in existence. The cart offers a truly complete baseball experience, marred only by the slightest of flaws.

What truly separates WSB is the quality of the simulation. From the awesome batter's box perspective, to the sharp scrolling field, to the down-to-the-Green-Monster real park details, to the superb player animations, you really feel like you're in The Show.

While you can't quibble with the graphics, you will take issue with some of the controls. The game supports six-button controllers, but only partially. Let me explain. During certain actions you can use all six buttons (such as base running), but during others you only use three buttons (such as batting or pitching). Those extra buttons are surely missed, because functions such as pick-offs and stealing would be handled by the extra three buttons than, say, a double-tap of one of the regular buttons, which are already being used for other purposes.

Other than this annoyance, the news is all good. You get full season, playoff, and exhibition game options, plus a home run derby and batting practice. Of course, battery backs you up. All the extra touches are great, such as the scoreboard sequences after a big play or big out.

The sounds are good, but not perfect. The announcer's voice is a bit grainy, and this was probably a compromise: lower sampling rate for higher quantity of variances.

WSB '95 is required for baseball fans, and at least worth a look-see for owners of the original WSB. This is just about as good as 16-bit baseball can get, other than the incomplete usage of the six buttons. Even if we may not hear the following words on opening day, I have only one thing to say of WSB 95: "PLAY BALL!" —Cal Cavalier
While Acclaim really should have called the first game in this series Barkley: Shut Up and Quip! Complaining about the boring gameplay, the sequel contains a surprising number of innovations and moves to raise it above the mediocrity of its predecessor. Larger sprites, more moves, and alleged hidden characters place Shut Up 2 just a few runs below the current king of two-on-two hoops, NBA Jam Tournament Edition.

Essentially, Shut Up 2 is a two-on-two street basketball game with fake players and fairly solid play mechanics. The game play is very NBA Jam, with similar (though not quite identical) button controls. The big difference is how much interaction you can have with the ball while it’s in the air. You can typically set up an alley-oop, put back a ball as you rebound it, or pass the ball just when you’ve stolen it in mid-flight. This adds an extra dimension to the gameplay missing from NBA Jam.

Despite these features, Shut Up 2’s gameplay is a bit choppy. The collision is off in places, and stealing is hit-or-miss. Instead of touching the ball, often you must touch the player to pickpocket him, which makes no sense at all. Generally the game is rough around the edges, both in the fluidity of the animation and the interactions of the character.

But can Shut Up jam? Definitely! While the dunks don’t have all the high-flying, ball-on-fire, phi-slamma-jamma, in-ya-face quality of the jams in NBA Jam, they’re pretty good stuff. But wait—till you see the Godzilla dunk when your juice bar is full, that’s sickin’! The backboard-breaker’s also bad-ass.

As for the graphics, it’s good that the character sprites are way larger than Jam, but why did Acclaim go with bland, hand-drawn computer effects instead of sharp, slick new draw-sprays? The sound and music play, 500 ball. You'll get down with the “Barkleyisms,” but sometimes you’ll have to use a de-hiss-ilizer to understand what hometown’s trying to say.

You'll find several other areas where Shut Up 2 needs polish. While there’s a tournament mode with a battery save (good), the AI is way too smart and the computer steals your ball too easily on the first level (bad). Another no-no is the lack of a difficulty select, making the one-player mode frustrating for all but the best hoopsters.

Shut Up 2 has merit, and is worth renting at least. But Barkley’s not Michael Jordan, and this ain’t NBA Jam. If Jam learned to do alley-oops and put-backs, or Shut Up learned good graphics and smooth game play, we’d be getting somewhere.

-Cat Cavalier
Most of your fave levels are here, from both Butvilles to Peter Puppy. (Bet you'd thought you'd seen the last of that obnoxious pooh, eh?) If you're itching for a great GB platformer, Jim looks like the way to go.

--Slasher Quan

So Jim's gone Gear, too. Now ya wanna know which is better, Game Boy or Game Gear? From the looks of the preview versions, definitely the GG. With ultra-crisp colors and great animation, this feels like an 8-bit Master System masterpiece (I wonder why). The backgrounds are great, and even Jim's hilarious rope-skipping win animation is preserved. Eurocom did a great job with the translation.

Even if not every single detail and obscurity from the 16-bitters are here, the general hilarity and fun of
Try Mario’s Picross.

How to reveal the hidden picture:
- There are 15 blocks on each row and column.
- Determine which block to darken by figuring out clues from the numbers.
- Numbers above the column are read from top-to-bottom. Numbers to the left of the rows are read from left-to-right.

Each individual number tells you how many consecutive squares need to be darkened. If there is more than one number, there will be at least one blank square between each darkened area. If you have figured out that a square should not be darkened, mark it with an "x."

See if you have the head for Mario’s Picross™.

The unique new puzzle game that’s as challenging as Tetris™.

Use clues and numbers to uncover the hidden picture.

It’s the ultimate exercise for your brain.

This is one of over 250 puzzles you’ll find on Game Boy® and Super Picross. Do you have what it takes?
WEAPON LORD: Weapon Lord fea-
tures seven ban-
sarooms, each tell-
ing to be the ulti-
mate bad guy. All of
them are bigger
than you've ever
seen in a 16 bit
fighting game.
Interviewees: Special K & T.J.
Date: 3/1/1995
Interviewee: Consumer R&D Dept. #1 Producer, Mr. Tomohiro Kondo

GameFan: First of all, thank you very much for creating such an awesome game. I bet that all the American people will be very excited to play Panzer Dragoon. One of the elements of a popular game in America are the graphics, an area in which this game excelled. Did you have any plan to work with some famous animators in the US if you went through lots of hard work... please tell us about it.

Tomohiro Kondo: Well, before this project I was working on the MegaDrive and Mega-CD, all 2-D games. This is our first 3-D effort and I wouldn’t say we didn’t have the know-how, but we were still inexperienced at 3-D. So much of what you see in Panzer Dragoon was accomplished by trial and error.
GF: How many frames per second is displayed in Panzer Dragoon?
TK: It’s 30 frames per second for the opening demo and 20 for the actual game.
GF: Do you think you used the full potential of the hardware?
TK: This is one of the games that was supposed to be released with the launch of the Saturn, but it took a little more time than we thought. During the process of development, we discovered much more about the possibilities of the hardware.

GF: Where were the graphics for the game made?
TK: The actual number of polygons per frame, I think, is 1,500.
GF: Do you think you used the full potential of the hardware?
TK: This is one of the games that was supposed to be released with the launch of the Saturn, but it took a little more time than we thought. During the process of development, we discovered much more about the possibilities of the hardware. The Saturn has 2 CPU’s, and we didn’t use the full capacity of either of them, so I’d say we used stages for 60% of the hardware’s potential.

GF: So, are there any plans for a sequel? I know the game’s not out yet, though.
TK: (Laugh) Well, it depends on the consumer’s reaction to this game. Please let us know what you think!

GF: How are you related to the game?
TK: If it were quite good, actually. We distributed a demo version of the game before the release date and many consumers responded to it. We also ran a demo at 12,000 retail stores in Japan as a promotion.
GF: How long has this project taken you?
TK: A long time! (Laugh) I can’t really say how long, but over a year.
GF: How about the game’s difficulty?
TK: The first thing we considered is the fact that we didn’t want our game to be labeled “difficult”. It’s a game likely to appeal to gamers, but I want everyone to enjoy this world setting. Our target is all ages. We want people who aren’t gamers to enjoy this game with their family, too.

TK: We worked with many people. We used the Easy Mode and then put in the Easy Mode for people who’re never played shooters to be able to pass at least the first stage. From a gamer’s standpoint, the Easy Mode isn’t even a game, so we of course added a Hard Mode for this type of enthusiast.

TF: Who originated this concept?
TK: Planners and the designers on my team.
GF: How about the story background?
TK: The story takes place on an ancient planet somewhere in the universe. It’s been 2 or 3,000 years since civilization was at its peak. Since the weapons is similar to a bowgun, it’s not really an ancient civilization.
GF: Who was in charge of the music?
TK: We worked with a composer to do the BGM. The musician’s name is Mr. Azuma, who is a composer of music for Japanese TV shows.

TF: When we interviewed the producer of Clockwork Knight, we mentioned that the game itself was pretty short. How about Panzer Dragoon?
TK: There are a total of 7 stages in the game, with a total play-through on Normal Mode taking about an hour.

TF: How about the Easy mode?
TK: No, it’s a living thing with ceramic-type armor. We set it up as a living weapon. We wanted people to feel the pleasure of living with a dragon so we configured the game to be rather easy in stage one. It’s actually possible to get to the boss without controlling the dragon.

TF: Why did you pick a dragon as the main character?
TK: We went through trial and error to pick a character. First of all, we wanted to make it something unusual. When you think of 3-D shooting, most people think of science fiction-type characters like spaceships, jets, etc. I wanted to create something way different, so we asked ourselves “what else is there?” We came up with the idea of the dragon.

TK: If you don’t get used to the ocean, you’ll be sick by looking at it. (Laugh)
GF: While you were producing this game, were you thinking about any markets other than Japan?
TK: No, not really, but I have a feeling that this type of game will be popular in the US and perhaps some other countries.

TF: Shooting games aren’t that popular in America. Were you thinking of re-introducing interest in the shooting world with your game?
TK: (Laugh) I don’t have such high expectations! All I want is to bring you a fun game with excellent visuals. Since we aren’t marketing people, we had to use our sense to create a game because it’s entertaining. (TJ’s still playing...)

GF: Since this game has excellent graphics, I cannot help thinking about the US market.
TK: Well, then, we are lucky! As you know, the Japanese like precise games. Japanese shooters may be too ‘busy’ for American tastes... you have to keep moving all the time. But since our game has excellent graphics, I should say it contains American taste.

TF: What games have you done in the past?
TK: I worked on “Panic.” (Switch)

TF: Don’t imagine that you worked on Panic by looking at Panzer Dragoon! (Laugh)
TK: (Laugh) Yeah, I’ve changed my style. Before that, I did “Shadow Dancer” for Genesis.

TF: I know for a fact that this game is scheduled to be released at the launch of the Saturn in the US. Are there any differences between Japanese and US version? Like difficulty?
TK: The Japanese version is the same. The only difference is that the enemies don’t attack you, so SOA asked us to make them more aggressive.

TF: So you’re making it more difficult.
TK: Umm, not really. We just didn’t want people to think that the main character is shooting things that aren’t resisting. We fixed it to make sure that people can recognize what the enemies are.

TF: I know that you just finished this product, but do you have any ideas for the next title?
TK: Yes, but I can’t say anything concrete. Our work is endless... there is always something waiting for me as soon as I’m done with one project. (Laugh)

GF: Since we are asking everyone about this, what do you think of the next generation and what differences do you feel from 16-Bit?
TK: Since Saturn has two CPU’s with workstation performance, we can provide 3-D Computer Graphics (CG) with less cost to the consumer. The level of Saturn’s 3-D capabilities is very close to the arcades. We’ll translate many arcade titles to the Saturn. We’ll also translate some names to the arcade. Through this project we collected a lot of know-how, and I want to use this know-how to make great games in the future.

GF: So you’re saying that CG games will be the main platform from now on?
TK: Umm, not really, but I think the CG genre is the one that has more possibilities and fun.

TF: Even though the Saturn can display full color, the amount of colors in the game seems small.
TK: We tried to use basic colors because of the story background. Since there are living things, we couldn’t use bright colors.

GF: The movement of the wings is so realistic... did you watch videos of an actual bird?
TK: Yes, the designers studied a lot. There’s no actual dragon, though... (Laugh)

TF: Why did you choose a 3-D perspective shooter? Why not horizontal or vertical?
TK: Because the Saturn excels at 3D.

TF: Do you have any suggestions to the people who will be playing Panzer Dragoon?
TK: Most of the past 3-D shooters have had a behind-your-character perspective. In Panzer Dragoon you can look around in full 3-D. So, once you get used to the game, look very carefully to find some funny events while you’re playing.

TF: Do you have any comments to the American consumers?
TK: This is the just the beginning of what the Saturn can do. We will provide you more incredible games... have fun and enjoy our Panzer Dragoon!

TF: Thank You for your time. Good luck!
SQUARS
FRONT MISSION

Is there a greater company than Square? Let’s really think about it. For me, their only real competitor is Enix, and that is because of Dragon Quest. But how often does a Dragon Quest come along? Once every three years? Now, Square: Three 100+ titles have come from this portly company in less than a year, Final Fantasy VI, Chrono Trigger, and this astonishingly awesome game, Front Mission.

Programmed by G-Craft, Square’s primarily G-Card Division (They’re doing Ace the Lad on PlayStation). Front Mission is a mech simulation set in a not-too-distant future in which most of the countries of Earth have merged into two factions, the Oceana Community Union (OCU), comprising most of Asia and Australia, and the United States of the New Continent (USN), containing North and South America and Canada. Tensions between these two powers are high. On a small island located between the two countries, Hoffman, one of the OCU’s factories, the USN accuses the OCU of masterminding the event, while the USN re-acuses the OCU of staging the incident for their own gain. The stage seems set for World War IV. You play the part of Rod Clive, an OCU elite pilot caught in the middle of these events.

The gameplay can only be compared to Shining Force, as it isn’t a heavily strategy-game oriented. No hex patterns or teams of meaningless commands will be found here. Just clear, cool graphics in OCGIUS no less and a game system that’s extremely easy to become accustomed to. Just like Shining Forces, the battles themselves, of course, are nothing with SE. You’re in control of a hidden crew, a small squad of OCU operatives, who are all ace pilots of Windrung Panzer (Walking Tanks in German). Like again, Craig’s or “Warriors for Shrift,” means that you can completely equip in whatever way you desire; they can be outfitted from tank-style treads, massive missile launchers, cannons, and riles, now bodies, arms and legs.

The graphics, as you can see here, are truly gorgeous. What else could we expect from Square? Annie Yoshitaka’s characters are once again reproduced faithfully for the character’s portraits, while Square’s masterful artists supply the backgrounds. Ambitious special effects are featured as well – the transparent shadows actually follow the contours of the stepped and varied 3D view battle area, and the multi-jointed Walkers during the battles course are truly amazing. Everything is done in massive Akira-style dome shots with true incarnacies aplenty.

The music, too, is excellent... of course. As usual, it’s some of the best SNES music ever heard. A wide variety of styles is to be found here, ranging from the Square trademark ambient stuff to extremely modern, action-packed, almost techno-sounding. Front Mission is definitely a game I’m going to try the music CD of. The sound effects are equally as joyous as the music, delivering many a sampled explosion and grinding metallic sound.

Front Mission has replaced Ogre Battle as my all-time favorite SNES strategy RPG (Although I have a nagging feeling that Tactics Ogre might knock Front Mission out of the top spot) and I HEAVILY recommend it to any RPG gamer, even if you don’t read any Japanese. Most of the commands are in English, as is the opening cinema, and my advanced RPG hand should be able to find this one around easily. For the rest of us, sadly, there’s no American release planned of this beautiful SFC game... We can look forward to G-Craft’s Ace the Lad on PlayStation, though – Sony will hopefully release it at launch.

-Nick Rox
I believe I've just played the ultimate RPG, if not the ultimate video game. The cartridge of 100% power I speak of is Square's 32-Meg Chrono Trigger, currently available for the Super Famicom. This game is the culmination of years of work from three industry leaders and pioneers: Sakaguchi Hironobu, Nori Yui, and Toriyama Akira. Sakaguchi is the vice-president of Square Soft and the Final Fantasy series' producer, Nori is the scenario writer of Dragon Quest and Toriyama is the author of Dragon Ball... all three are considered to be at the top of their field. For me, Chrono Trigger is a perfect melding of the two superlative game series, Dragon Quest and Final Fantasy.

In Chrono Trigger, you assume the role of Chrono, a young boy of Truce Village in the Kingdom of Guardia. One day, at the town fair, he bumps into a mysterious young girl named Mal, who wears a strange pendant. (Remind you of anything?) At the fair, Chrono's friend Luca is exhibiting her amazing new 'Telespods,' transporting devices, and Mal decides to try the machine out. As she steps into the pod, her pendant begins to glow and a portal opens, which engulfs her and disappears. Believing the worst, that he is, Chrono elects to wear her pendant (which had fallen off during the transport) and enter the pod. After an unbelievable 3-D line-scrolling, color-cycling joy-ride, he finds himself 400 years in the past. After finally locating Mal, who the citizens of the year 600 have taken to be their missing Princess Leane, Luca appears, after having put on the pendant and stepped into the Telespods to satisfy her own curiosity. After locating the real Princess Leane, but first returns to the spot where they were warped into the past, when Mal's pendant sparked a re-opening in the Time Continuum. After our heroes are safely back in their own time, it's revealed that Mal is in fact Princess Wanda. Unluckily, the chancellor of Guardia castle insists Chrono is a terrorist who kidnapped Mal despite her protests—and is sentenced to die by guillotine! Chrono makes his escape with Luca and Mal, but is eventually cornered by the chancellor's men. Suddenly, a time gate opens behind the three. They now face a choice, face certain death or take a leap into the unknown reaches of time. And so the story begins...
nice to say that never before have you played a game with more never-before-seen concepts, like the myriad two- and three-person combination attacks that fill the screen with astonishing rotating, scaling, transparent, line-scrolling and even polygon-based effects. Also of extreme coolness is the time-traveling aspect of the story. As soon as you acquire Sylphid, the time machine, you can actually travel through several time zones at will - an unbelievably cool feature.

The art in this game is quite literally breathtaking. It’s the best 16-Bit art I’ve ever seen, surpassing even the shocking quality of Final Fantasy VI. The shots you see here, in fact, are nothing compared to the scenes you encounter later in the game such as the Demon Lord’s castle and the Magic Kingdom Zewel. The quality of Square’s artists and Toriyama Akira’s visual and character designs might depress you with the fact that 16-Bit is dying and games like this are still being produced. I actually can’t describe the beauty and power of the art this game possesses... you have to see it for yourself.

Now for the music... what joy! Although not quite matching up to Square’s previous god of aural bliss, Uematsu Nobuo, (Unfortunately, he decided he was finished with composing music... can you imagine??!) Masuda Yasunori, the Secretary of Mana musician, does an amazing job of following in Uematsu’s footsteps as he provides a rich, grand orchestral score in addition to Mana-ish happy, bouncy tracks.

What else can be said? This is absolutely, positively, the best RPG ever programmed. It can’t be described with mere words... you have to sit down with it for many hours to appreciate its majesty. So either pick up a Japanese copy and brave the language barrier or wait - painfully - for the American release later this year. It’s the oldest cliche in the book, but if any game gets an 11 on a scale of one to ten, this is it. -Nick Rex

Art by Akira Toriyama
Everything you wanted to know about system specs, but were afraid to ask...

I'm sure that with all of the information and specs being thrown at you by the manufacturers of these "next generation machines," a lot of you out there are on the verge of throwing up your hands and screaming at us: "WHICH ONE IS BETTER?" or "WHICH ONE SHOULD I GET?" or maybe even "WHY SHOULD I CARE?" So now, I feel it is probably high time to explain some of the meanings behind the specs, as well as attempt to give you a look at the PlayStation and the Saturn from a software developer's point of view.

First off, a little stage-setting. The video game world as we know it is on the verge of a big change in the way it does things. With the advent of 32-bit processors in (relatively) large quantities, we are now faced with many choices about which direction we want the world to go. While we were hemmed in by the distinct speed and bandwidth limitations of earlier machines, now there is the freedom to choose a support structure that will really favor the types of games that come out. In this article we'll take a look at the four major new systems: the Saturn, the PlayStation, the PC-FX, and the Ultra 64. The Sega Saturn has an architecture that will support many completely different types of software (sort of a Jack-of-all-microchips) while not exactly excelling in any of the new areas, but certainly allowing for many new and improved games on the old stuff. Sony's PlayStation went whole hog in the 3D direction, which means there are some limitations. This page will examine what it can do flat-wise, but it's currently the champion when it comes to the depth stuff. NEC's PC-FX headed in the "full-animation" direction and has a set-up where the programmers can throw so many pixels at the screen each update that you almost wonder if you are staring at a TV screen or a window. So, while there are definite areas of overlap, under previous system generations, in the 32-bit age there is definitely a system that is stronger in a particular area than the others. Systems that are based on one of these advantages will most likely be designed for that particular beast.

Now for a word on processors. The CPU (or CPUs in the case of the Saturn and Jag) functions as the 'foreman' in the system, deciding what needs to be done by whom and doing all the very important work. Unlike the other Saturn and Jag are concerned, this is further assisted by having a second processor designated as a 'slave' who can do everything the master can do, if the master tells it to do so. This division of labor technique is what really makes or breaks a game machine, because there is always a way to design a subroutine chip that can do one thing a hundred times faster than the CPU ever could (for example graphics chips, I/O control chips, 3D rendering chips, sound chips, and decomposition chips) and leaving the CPU time to worry about other things. By combining these in a good layout, you can have a relatively low CPU system that can blow the doors off a system that runs at 2X the speed. One caveat, however: knowing how to get the most out of the division of labor (especially when you have slave processors) is a rather arcane art which can take the software houses quite a bit of time to figure out. In other words, the difference between first-generation software and later generations is going to be that much more pronounced (i.e. total garbage to elegance).

Next, we have polygon rendering information. Nintendo reports that the U-64 can display 100,000 textured polygons per second (PPS), while Sony's PlayStation runs about 1.5 million flat 3D polygons per second. The Sega Saturn's PPS capability really depends on what else the graphics chips are doing at that particular micro-second, but it's somewhere around 60,000 textured PPS. The PC-FX has no specific hardware for 3D, but you can always code it up yourself. For reference, the PS has no TESSER (no test later...): a polygon is a shape in three dimensional space (usually a triangle, as every other shape can be made out of 'em); a flat polygon simply means that the object in space is composed of a single color, shaded means that they follow the standard shadow algorithm across the polygon to simulate light effects; and textured means that there is actually a picture painted onto the polygon (yes you can shade textured polygons too). In essence, these numbers give a vague idea of how "real-looking" (a real slippery term) a display each system can show for you. Once again, this is just one-upmanship as you have good programers, 3D graphics will just sort of fill in the blanks. No matter how many polygons there are, and REAL GOOD programers can make a couple hundred polygons look thousands....

Sound will be next on our menu, and I'll really gloss over most of it as unless you are a musician, most of the data doesn't mean much. The makers boast about "sound channels," but that is actually a very meaningless figure, as the number of actual notes that can be played by a single channel is not well defined. Add the fact that every system except the U-64 has a CD-player built right in, and the PC-FX sound is yours for the listening. Of course while the CD is in use for music, it usually can't be used for other things like loading more code or graphics.... One comment since I seem to be standing on a soapbox: With the exception of the Saturn, all game systems have gone to completely PCM (Pulse Code Modulation) based sound systems. This is great for recording voices or making trombone-like sound effects, but for explosions and other sound effects, it hits the big one. Truly bass sound requires both FM and PCM to cover the spectrum.

Now for the biggie: available memory, or RAM. I have no data on the Ultra; the PS has 28 Mbit total RAM; the Saturn has 32 Mbit total and the PC-FX has 26 Mbit total. For those of you wondering what a Mbit is, it means Megabit... as in eight times smaller than a Megabyte. Basically, the companies want big numbers on their spec sheets, so they use that number instead. So therefore, the Saturn has 2 MB of memory. Probably way less than half of your average home computer. And my great, howling question to the designers: WHY IS THAT ALL THERE IS? With enough RAM for storing graphics and programs, almost any system limitation can be worked around. But they aren't giving us a chance to do that. Systems are using the luxury of 630 Mbit of storage on the CD-ROM, but to get that into memory so we can use it takes a chunk out of the biggest complaints I hear recently is that CD games are too slowooow. On the other hand, the U-64 has carts only. With its talk of data and program compression on the car-
tridges, Nintendo seems to better realize that there needs to be lots of space to store the uncompressed data while the game is running. One clue as to why I'm upset: a NSC program is approximately 20% larger than a CISC program that does the same thing, although the NSC program typically takes less time. Sega's is a bit better, but the same amount of memory available to us as was used in, say, Final Fantasy III, we couldn't fit that program into any of the new CD-based systems without going out to CD-ROM several times during the game, instead of just once. The situation is not entirely bleak, however, because in the case of the Saturn, PC-FX and PS, there are provisions for adding additional memory to the system, as well as new chips to give them even spiffier graphics and effects.

And then there's the stuff that they don't bother to talk to you consumers about. The Development System. You know, the stuff the programmers have to use to create these keen-o-reno games. All I can really talk about here is the Saturn and PS, but based on the problems Sega's having, I'm sure the machines are a whole zoo of complications for other developers.

Without getting incredibly technical on you, suffice it to say that development machine costs for 32-bit systems are WAY more expensive than for previous boxes, and the makers themselves need to think more about what they are providing to their third-party programmers. Sony's concept for a development environment is way behind the times, as well as buggy and SLOW. Sega's is nowhere near as bad, but I do wonder that development houses that aren't quite as tech-headed as ours' are having fits trying to understand what's really happening and why. I've had a sneak peek at the PC-FX's developer's manuals, and they're almost as bad as Sony's. Sega throws almost TOO much data at you and makes it next to impossible to find what you're looking for in any reasonable amount of time. All in all, I think the makers REALLY need to concentrate on supporting their third-parties in order to have any kind of a base of games to sell a system. (After all, look at the Jag...rumors have it that the lack of games is certainly not for lack of trying...) The Ultra 64 vs. 32-Bit

If you were to compare the overall performance of the Ultra 64 to the Saturn or PlayStation, the Saturn would rate a 1, the PlayStation would be around a 3D and the Ultra an unbelievable 1,000. How is this possible? SGI is the key.

You see, neither Sega, Nintendo, nor Sony actually design and manufacture the microprocessors that are inside their game machines. Game companies use either off-the-shelf, non-custom chips from companies like Intel, Motorola, IBM, or NEC. Or, they implement specifically-designed Silicon Graphics' Hilchi's SH1 and SH2 found in the Saturn, the LSI-designed custom chips inside a PlayStation, or the Ultra's 64-bit chip set, designed by SGI. Because SGI makes the most powerful graphics computers in the world, and because Nintendo signed an exclusive deal with SGI, only Nintendo, not Sega or Sony, gets this chip. This is the real reason why the harness that uninvited power.

This is no joke; sports fans, the Ultra 64 gaming experience will be miles ahead of even the most sophisticated arcade hardware, widely surpassing Sega's Model 2-powered VF 2, Daytona, and Sega Rally, as well as Namco's system 22-powered Ridge Racer, Ace Driver, and Cyber Commando.

Polygon Comparison

For example: when you look at a polygon car in Daytona, it's made up of around 250 polygons and indeed, it looks great. This arcade hardware however, is not as efficient as the Ultra. Nintendo's 64-bit hardware will be capable of producing stupendously realistic visuals that are beyond any game you've seen before. Take a look at the November cover of GameFan where Donkey and Diddy Kong are riding Rambi the rhino. Picture this: the rhino is moving at 60 frames a second and you'll get an idea of the staggering performance of the Ultra 64.

When a polygon object scales away from the screen on a traditional 32-bit game system, sprites are progressively reduced in size. It is common knowledge that when it happens, you see a twinkly effect known in Nintendo jargon as Point Sampling Glimmer. On the 64-bit, Nintendo's polygons scale with sprites, so you never see any glimmering redraw. 3D movement on the Ultra is so smooth, you don't really even perceive a scaling effect per say, everything is just...real!

Memory Tricks and Audio

Although memory is constant (in other words, one megabyte on the Ultra is the same as it is on a Saturn or PlayStation) the Ultra will be able to perform several memory-saving "tricks" that are not possible on any of the 32-bit platforms. Let's talk sound for a moment. It is common knowledge that the 40-channel, 16-bit sound chip in the Saturn is the most sophisticated game sound board seen up til now. However, a majority of the music on the 32-bit Sega (and the 32-bit Sony for that matter) will be prerecorded "read-only" audio similar to the sounds found in your garden-variety Sega CD or TurboGrafx-CD.

So why won't you hear more games that use the high quality, real-time, 40-channel samples that the Saturn is capable of? Memory. Forty channels of on-the-fly game samples take up a bunch more memory during the game than pre-recording the game.

THE LATEST LOWDOWN ON NINTENDO ULTRA 64

by: K. Lee

From what we hear, the Ultra 64 is the most advanced video game architecture of all time, home or arcade. Don't believe us? Well how about this....

...the Ultra 64 is the most advanced video game architecture of all time, home or arcade.

OK, now that I've gone and expended on these next generation machines for quite a while, I'm sure that they're still not as clear for you. But...but...which system should I buy? you're probably wailing. The answer is actually simply. Buy the one with the games you like available for it. Each one of the systems out there has major potential, but the potential heads in different directions. You like 3D stuff? PS or U-64 are probably your best bet, but don't count the Saturn out either. The PC-FX is the king of animation and film stuff, with a good headstart on scrollers, too, but this, as well, it doesn't have many developers yet. The jury is still out on the Jag (after a year???) and the 3DO is still lookin' good, especially with the 3DO booster looming on the horizon. My advice: keep looking for that killer, absolutely-must-have-game to appear in the pages of GameFan, and then buy the system that produced it. Chances are excellent that more will follow just like it! - The Mystery Developer

Silicon vs. Optical

Also, since the Ultra 64's software will at first use silicon (cartridge) instead of optical (CD) for storage, and since that memory runs at a blazing 50 MHz, the Nintendo will have the fastest loading times in the history of gaming. In the department of graphics, non-prerendered 64-bit objects are, in a way, like light sound. They have many real-time effects can be done to an object on the fly, such as light source shading, boolean clipping, anti-aliasing, deformation, kinematics, Ray tracing, Transparencies, fire, weather, effects, etc.... That would only be possible if it were meant to be another game, not just a 64-bit memory emulator. Let me put it this way: it's the difference between tedious programming all the effects before hand, and simply telling the Ultra hardware to do it automatically.

Visual Power

Not only is the U-64 technically more advanced than its competition, the hardware produces visuals in a slightly different way than any game system before it. The graphics are produced more along the lines of a Silicon Graphics workstation. The computer determines what you want to display a 3D textured building on both the Ultra 64 and the PlayStation. The Nintendo would be able to display the object at a much higher resolution than the Sony, and (unlike the PlayStation) all four sides of the building could be individual 24-bit colors. Perhaps the best advantage might be a little easier on the poor PlayStation. Let's say each side of that building had only 256 colors and the resolution was a measly 640 x 480. Even then, the U-64 would have the upper hand... right? When a texture is mapped onto a polygon on the Nintendo, you would have to decide whether the object doesn't pixelize when moved in U-64's 3D environment. (The effect is called Tri-Liner-Mapped-Interpolation.) No pixely 32-bit textures to be found here.

Since no 32-bit game system features real-time anti-aliasing, you can clearly detect the redraw of a PS scaled object. On the PlayStation it would obviously look like you were playing a game, but the 64-bit wouldn't look like a game on the 64-4: it would look real! - K.LEE
**Spec Zone**

**Maker:** Sega
**Available:** September 2nd (America)
**CPU(s):** Two SH2's (26.6MHz, 25 MIPS)
**Memory:** 16Mbit Work RAM, 12 Mbit Video RAM, 4 Mbit Sound RAM, 4 Mbit CD Buffer RAM, 256k Backup RAM
**Graphics:** 320x224, 640x480 resolution, 16.8 million colors, transparencies, scaling, rotation and deformation
**Scrolls:** 5 Parallax, 4 XY Scrolling, 2 Rotating Scrolls, 2 Window Scrolling, Line Scrolling and Cell Scrolling
**Polygons:** Approx. 60,000 textured, Gouraud-shaded polygons
**Sound:** Yamaha 68EC000 32-Channel direct MIDI compatible sound board

---

**Spec Zone Ultra 64**

**Maker:** Nintendo
**Available:** Japan/USA Sept. 29
**CPU(s):** 64-bit RISC chip (custom version of R4200) running at 100MHz with a clearing capacity of 100+ MIPS (also with a clearing capacity of 100+ Mfps and a bus bandwidth of 240+ Mega Bytes per second)
**Graphics:** 64-bit RISC graphics chip (Code: named Reality Immersion Chip) with a clearing capacity of 100 MIPS running at 100 MHz.
**Internal Memory:** Real time anti-aliased texture mapping of 100,000+ polygons per second, Gouraud and Pong shading effects, true 24-bit color cartridge, minimum 64 Mega-bits, maximum 550 Mega-bits, 10 to 10 real time compression.
**Resolution:** 320x224
**Sound:** 64-bit DSP, sampling rate: 44.1 kHz

---

**Spec Zone PlayStation**

**Maker:** Sony
**Available:** Fall '95
**CPU:** R3000 RISC CPU (33.8668 MHz, 500 MIPS)
**GPU:** 4,000 8x8 Sprites on-screen every 1/60 of a second, with scaling, rotation and deformation applied to every sprite. 16.8 million colors. 320x224, 640x480 resolution.
**Memory:** 16Mbit Main, 8Mbit VRAM, 4Mbit Audio
**Geometry Engine:** 4.5 million point calculations per second, 1.5 million flattened polygons per second/360,000 texture-mapped, depth-queued, Gouraud-shaded, fog-applied polygons per second.
**Sound Processor:** 24-Channel, 16-bit Digital Effects. 44.1KHz sampling rate
**NDFE:** CPU-Bus direct, JPEG Compression, Full-screen, full-color FMV.
Well, sort of. I spent a lot of time on Sinclair Spectrum games. Manic Miner being my favorite. In recent years, I have enjoyed Dune and Cybermorph particularly.

Are you currently involved in the design, planning, consulting or overseeing of Jaguar peripherals?

I am involved in the planning, but that is all.

What do you presently do for Atari?

I am Vice-President of Advanced Technology. I run a group whose primary responsibility is the Jaguar ASICs. We do support and cost reduction of the existing chips, plus the development of future versions.

For those readers who aren’t engineers (like me, what AM I?), and why does it sound so terribly important?

It would be perfectly possible to put together a machine with the performance of Jaguar using chips picked out from the catalogs of the major chip vendor. Unfortunately, doing it that way would result in a price at a thousand dollars or more. What I do is work out the least, most efficient way of doing the functions we need, and then design the chip-set to do it. On one hand, hardware is the best thing needed for games, and no more, there are a lot of cost savings to be made.

We then put this design into custom chips called ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits). If you really want to know, and it is the two Jaguar ASICs Tom and Jerry that make it so special. Having done these, they then become unimportant, and the games become everything.

How long did it take to develop the Jaguar?

Three years from start to being production ready.

Was there a single guiding principle behind the design of the Jaguar?

Our main aim was to guess what technology would be prac-tical when Jaguar was in production (chip sizes, DRAM architecture, speeds, and so on), and to leapfrog the rest of the world. Compare Panther which was more of a me-too product to the SNE and Genesis. We took the idea to be 64-bit DRAM, and very large ASICs and package pin-counts.

We also set out to make it cheap and very fast!

What was the first “breakthrough” in the Jaguar design process?

The main one was realizing that designing our own RISC processors made sense. By integrating all the video animation logic - RISC processor, Blitter, and Object Processor - in one chip, performance could be higher and costs lower.

The cry scheme Jaguar uses, which allows smooth shading of 16-bit pixels, was also a useful discovery.

<Laugh> I would guess that your CRT scheme is now patented by Atari!

Yes. As you know from the Sega deal, Atari has a strong portfolio of patents, and Jaguar has added to that. (Sega and Atari share because the Genesis intrinsically has some Atari patents.)

All other companies are now on official notice...

<grin> What was the most difficult obstacle to overcome in the Jaguar design process?

I think we underestimated the problems that would arise because we were pushing the technology envelope. The first Jaguar silicon, which was effectively two test hardware, proved much harder to lay out and get working in simulation than we expected. We believed at the time that it was the largest ASIC, apart from test chips, that the major Japanese silicon vendor we were working with had ever done.

The 68000 aside, how were the chips designed upon? How were Tom and Jerry arrived at?

It was basically a simple division into a video chip and an audio chip. The names were arbitrary.

What was the reasoning behind using the Motorola 68000 in the Jaguar? Was it a “last minute” decision?

We had no strong feelings about an external CPU in the early days of the Jaguar design. Atari were keen to use a 68K family device, and we looked closely at various members. We did actually build a couple of 68030 versions of the early beta developer systems, and for a while we were going to use a 68K, although that was dropped for legal reasons. We also considered the possibility of no CPU at all. I always felt it was important to have some normal processor, to give developers a warm feeling when they start. The 68K is inexpensive and does that job well. I always maintain that it’s only there to read the joysticks (although Leonard Tramiel now recommends that developers do that with the GP! I don’t!).

Here’s a tough question for you. <grin> Is Jaguar really a 64-bit machine?

Jaguar has a 64-bit memory interface to get a high bandwidth out of a cheap DRAM. We achieve over 100 MB/sec/band, which is very respectable, and gives the system its speed and flexibility. Where the system needs to be 64-bit is in the object chip, which takes data from DRAM and builds the display is 64-bit; and the Blitter, which does all the 3D rendering, screen cleaning, and pixel stuffing. In total, the system does not need to be 64-bit, if it’s there. There is no point in a 64-bit address space in a game console! 3D calculations and audio processing do not generally use all 64 bits, so there would be no advantage to 64-bit processors for this.

Jaguar has the data shifting power of a 64-bit system, which is what matters for games, so can reasonably be considered a 64-bit system. But that doesn’t mean it has to be 64-bit throughout.

You feel that Jaguar is the most powerful “video game” machine on any market?

In the U.S. today, certainly. Worldwide, the Saturn and PS/Station are the only competition. But in terms of entry price, Jaguar offers much more bang-per-buck than those machines.

Where do you see the video gaming industry going, in terms of hardware, in the next few years?

It is a technology led industry, so you should look to SGI workstations, and state-of-the-art arcade machines, to see what will be console priced in a few years. It is interesting the way 3DO, Sony and Sega all think there is a market at $499. I believe that the real volume remains at a much lower price than that.

“The lower, the better.” Right?

Absolutely. I think if you look at Nintendo’s public stats: there are 600,000 CD drive, simple architectures), you will see they think the same. The really high sellers, the old Atari games consoles, the NES, SNES and Genesis are all around the hundred dollar mark.

Not a hardware question, but do you think that future video game consoles will rely on operating systems?

No, not really. There may be some movement to standard libraries, but I believe that the best performance will always be had by going straight at the hardware.

Ever since the late 70s, video game hardware have followed, and sometimes led home computer hardware in terms of innovation and performance, CD-ROMs for storage, and parallel processors for computational ability are the current rage. While many companies are seeking to increase the amount of data that can be stored on CD-ROM, and others are working to enhance memory processors, what do you see as the next leap in innovation in video game hardware?

Realism and complexity are what makes these machines exciting. Realism is what we pushed for in Jaguar, by allowing 3D games. I wonder if VR headsets will be the next leap...

Full color or monochrome?

I wonder as well. We will see. The Jaguar helmet we are working on with Virtuality should be a lot of fun.

One final question: How does it make you feel to know that there are so many people around the world who enjoy your design - both users and developers?

It’s a good feeling. Having been in this industry for 14 years, this is the first product I have designed to make it into 8 figures (and hope 5 figures for a least £13 (9-19 million for the non-mathematical). But as I said earlier, ‘the baby has left home, and my work on it is over. I think more about Jaguars 2 and 3 on behalf of my readers, I wish to thank you, Mr. Mathieson, both for spending this time with us, and for all of the hard work you’ve put in on Jaguar. We wish you and your creations the best!
Gametek
Gametek has announced they've obtained an Ultra 64 license and will be releasing Robotech for the Onyx-like gaming system from Nintendo.

Virgin
Virgin Interactive Entertainment Inc. recently announced their plans to develop games for the Ultra 64. VIE's first title will be a first-of-its-kind action game possessing real-time, 3D game environments and bench-mark play mechanics. This NU64 title is scheduled for release in early 1996.

"THE DREAM TEAM"

SNES
Nintendo will introduce 2 brand new high-powered SNES games at the E3. Game #2 will be the 64-meg DDD. DDO is said to pack the same visual superiority over DKC as DKC had over other SNES games... and that's just the beginning. The Numero Uno game will not only make DDD look embarrassingly inferior, but it will unequivocally be the most impressive looking game ever, even beyond Clockwork Knight, Toh Shin Den and all other Saturn and PlayStation games... and that's not even Ultra... also making an appearance at the E3 will be Starfox 2 (which is rumored to have upgraded graphics).

SNK note: SNK requested GameFan to revoke statements made about the 64-bit system now in development. The new system is targeted for Japanese arcades only... ooops.

SEGAs SATURN
Following on the heels of a successful November, 1994 launch in Japan, (500,000 units sold in the first month!) Sega of America announced that its much-anticipated U.S. version of the Sega Saturn will be available across the nation on "Saturday," September 2, 1995, one week before the American version of the Sony PlayStation. At this time, more than 100 third-party publishers and developers are creating software for Saturn. More than 20 titles will be available at launch with an additional library of 100 games by Christmas '95 from both Sega and third-party developers. Electronic Arts and Acclaim Entertainment are just 2 of many U.S. Saturn licensees. Not surprisingly, EA plans to release some of their key sports franchise titles as well as exciting new properties that are not announced. Acclaim is developing some of its marquis properties for the Sega Saturn Including Batman Forever, NBA Jam Tournament Edition, Frank Thomas Big Hurt Baseball and Alien Trilogy. Of those 4, all but NBA Jam will feature Acclaim's new motion capture technology. While an exact price has not yet been announced, Sega Saturn will retail between $350 and $450 in the U.S. Software pack-in plans have not yet been announced.

Atari
Acclaim announced that they are now an Atari Jaguar licensee. Their first two games are: NBA Jam Tournament Edition (the smash hit arcade basketball game) and Frank Thomas 'Big Hurt' baseball, which uses Acclaim's motion capture technology. Both titles are due out for the Jag in the fourth quarter of 1995. This coincides with Atari's recent announcement of a price reduction of the Jaguar to $160.00.

Control a reluctant vampire who must feed on blood to maintain his health as he seeks vengeance in the Gothic world of Nespoth. It's Crystal Dynamic's 'Legacy of Kaln Blood Omen' for the PlayStation. Why is this hot info in Other Stuff you ask? Did you see anywhere else we could put it?
Dear Postmeister,

A couple of months ago I purchased a 32X. Now I am hearing about all the awesome things that the Saturn and PS3 can do. Will the 3DO be able to compete? When or if the Bulldog comes out, what will it be for the 3DO? What is the 3DO's polygon rate per second? Finally, my friend told me that Ridge Rider might be coming out on the 3DO. Is this true?

Stephen Schumacher

Ridge, NJ

Dear Stephen,

When you bought a 3DO, you made a fine choice. It's been a great year for the Saturn and the PS, and they have excelled in the works they do. The 3DO cannot currently match the power and graphics of these two machines (it can currently handle 50,000 textured poly-walker-creating-gons per second), but the Bulldog is only a few months away. I'm ready to buy a 3DO and turn my Bulldog into a virtual monster. I'm not able to do this as quietly as I can, but I'll do it whenever the 3DO is announced. I'm ready to buy on its impressive power. Ridge Racer is indeed a possibility, but I'm not sure if it will be announced at the upcoming E3, LA next month. I'm sure that it will be announced at the upcoming E3, LA next month. I'm sure that it will be announced at the upcoming E3, LA next month.

Dear Postmeister,

Why are the other megas judging the 32X wrongly? The system just came out, and they're already doing it. What's wrong with how biased some of the reviews are? Have they even seen the games coming out? MKIII looks great, Mortal Kombat looks astounding, and Batman is getting some serious praise. You, however, seem to lack a critical edge. Every game has its high points and low points. If you do not enjoy a game, be sure to let the people know. Keep it up...

On another topic, do you name any 32X RPGs yet? As I haven't seen any, 32X RPGs can we expect to see this year from Konami, Capcom, and Takara? Thoughts?

P.S.: Is it true that there won't be a 32X E3?

Sincerely,

Dave Wilcox
New Haven, CT

Dear Dave,

It's mind-boggling how many of these posts get jobs as a magazine in the first place. Any true gamer knows that you NEVER judge a system based on its first few months. Especially when it has just been released. That is rule number one! I've seen stuff on the 32X that looks as good as many PSs, and Saturn 1st generation stuff. The reason the 3DO is not as powerful is that they don't want to add a lot of power because it would slow down their system. They also don't want to add too much power because it would make the system too expensive. But we all have something to look forward to with the 32X, you can take your time to the bank!

We never guess, because we don't have to. Sega has 32X RPG ratio in the works. You'll see it here very soon. More exciting 32X titles can be read about in this month's Other Stuff. To date, Capcom and Konami have no 32X titles in development because they are too busy working on Saturn, PS, and Ultra FAILED, however, there is a 30+ man team at Sega of Japan working around the clock on 32X titles. As the system grows in numbers, Konami and Capcom will surely come on board. E3 will be a key event for the SNES and Genesis. Sega will announce further plans for E3 with PS4 very soon. I'm sure you'll read about that right here when they are ready to break the news. Great letter by the way, enjoy ChaoX, it's a gas!

Dear Postmeister,

I am not a video game nut by any stretch of the imagination. I am just a 24-year-old guy who likes to come home from work and relax with a few video games. However, I am very involved in the video games scene in terms of new technology and what's in the future. I am able to stay involved by reading game magazines. GameFan is the most informative, honest, and interesting to read, which is why I will not renew my subscription with the other mag and join on with you!

With all that being said, no mag has been able to provide me with the following info so desperately crave. First, I am a proud owner of a Sega Genesis, and since I am loyal to Sega, I plan to purchase the Saturn upon its U.S. release. I have a dilemma. I am a huge Alien Vs. Predator fan, and I have to admit the Jaguar version looks awesome and I want it! However, I will not buy a system for one game, so my question is since Sega and Atari reached some form of agreement or merger deal, are there any plans to port AVP over to the Saturn? I am also curious as to whether or not the Saturn will be getting home translations of arcade games that are not made by Sega (MKIII, MBA Jam Te., etc.).

Lastly, I own a 32X, and I am eagerly awaiting MBA Jam Te. I am wondering if this game is going to feature scaling, rotation, and improved graphics more similar to the arcade or if it's going to be a spiced-up version with better sound. Also, any word on whether 32X games will be able to play on the PlayStation?

I hope you can answer these questions for me and help put my curious mind to ease. Keep up the good work! Thank you!

Sincerely,

Matthew Coppola
Naugatuck, CT

Dear Matthew,

Your best shot at AVP is if Capcom ports over their rockin' coin-op version to the Saturn. This is very likely since the game did mediocre business in the arcades. As far as Sega/Atari cross licensing, don't hold your breath. Sega paid Atari a bunch of dough because they've been using one of Atari's patents for the past few years. No other deal was made, although Acclaim signed on with Atari recently and that's big news. The 32X Jam has upgraded sound, color, and depth of play. The most impressive versions will be the Saturn, PS, and Sega versions. These versions will be as good as, if not better than the coin-op. MK3 will be released on both the Saturn and PlayStation with the PS version being first. Enjoy your Saturn! It truly is a high power.

Dear Postmeister,

Last month I wrote you and asked why the magazines never compared the systems using the same terminology. For example, they might give the sprite capabilities of one and polygon capabilities of another, and the systems are never truly compared. You guys, however, came on strong, and in your Editorial Zone (March issue), compared the 3 newest systems in terms of processing speed, polygons, sprites, sound, and special hardware capabilities. My question is: can you give those same specs for the Atari Jaguar and 3DO, so I can compare them to the newest systems? I would like to know what the Jaguar can do, because the programmers certainly aren't showing me. Also, some people say the Jag isn't truly a 64-bit machine. Please tell me what the deal is - is it 64 bit, or is it false advertising?

Gamingly yours,

Chris "the Pack" LaPack
Memphis, TN

Dear Chris,

I feel a little guilty here, as I too bought into the non-64-bit gossip. For that reason we've shined a bright light on the 64-bit Jaguar on page 116. It's all explained by the CREATOR of the machine, so everyone can give it a read and know once and for all what's inside the car.

Next month we'll climb inside the 3DO and Bulldog, so stay tuned!

Dear Postmeister,

Greetings from the land of country music!* &! Thank god video games are not designed down here. All of the music would probably be composed by Garth Brooks or Billy Ray Cyrus! (Yuck) That leads me to my first question. Will we ever play video games with good old fashioned ROCK in them instead of so much of this candy coated crap? I am a huge fan of 70's and some 80's rock (Van Halen, Rush, Boston, Scorpions), and now that the systems have such incredible sound capabilities, I would love to hear this style of music put into some of the games. I realize that rock would not be appropriate for all video games, but just imagine playing an aerial combat game with "Eruption" blaring from the CD. How about a driving game with Joe Satrani's "One Big Rush" or "Can't Drive 55" playing? How about it, Mr. Postmeister... anyone at GameFan share my thoughts?

Keep up the good work, guys!

Sincerely,

Jason Barton (no relation to Dolly!)
Chattanooga, TN

Dear Jason,

Well YEEHAW PARDNER, you got yerself some great taste in music there! What the heck happened to the American music scene? Total ca-ca rules the charts while the true power is buried in a sea of CDs. It just ain't right. I've taken to listening to the JERKY BOYS, cause I'm silly and fruity like that. Otherwise it's Steve Vai, the new Van Halen, Dream Theater, and all the great arranged music CD's we have like import Sonict CD, the Castlevania collection, and the awesome new arranged DGC CD Japan from me. I pray Americans snap out of the finance and start rockin' again soon, the world looks a little bit bitter when I couldn't fit your 450 comments in but trust me... believe it!

P.S. Pardon the coarse language. I would've printed your letter... but Phil, man was that slicker long! Shoutin' up and we'll talk! Special thanks to everyone that wrote in! I read 'em all. Even if you don't see 'em here, we still use your opinions in the development of each issue! Be nice to your Mailman, and I'll use ya next month! Wrote to the guy I'll run for President?

The PostSewing
5137 Clareton Dr. Suite 210
Agoura Hills, Ca. 91301
Welcome to the Wall. It's just waiting to be splattered with your art. That's right kids, no longer are you restricted to just plain old envelopes to use as your canvas. If you're more comfortable drawing on paper or cardboard or rice paper, or WHATEVER... Just go nuts (as long as you keep it around 6 1/2"x11"). So keep that original artwork coming in, and maybe you too can win an original ink board from "THE ADVENTURES OF MONTAUR" Comic book signed by yours truly and (as if that weren't enough) a GAMEFAN T-shirt. Let's show those other mags who the real artists are.

Nik Fournier of Manchester, NH must mean "KEI" Kuboki, our International Editor. Kei is heading down to the beach as we speak to congratulate you on your fine drawing. What is that, Redondo?

This menacing S.F. pic comes to us from Nathan (Spot) Daniels of Portland, OR. It didn't quite survive being affected by our recent rains. Kinda' gives it a cool effect though.

Another nice piece comes from Kevin Johnson of New Hampton, MO. I like the theme I'm seeing here.

Another one is from Sean Rivers of Waianae, HI. You scared Kid Fan with this one. He's allergic to cats. "Hang on little monkey!"

"WOAH, psychedelic!" Had to put my shades on for this day-glow artwork from Damian Fox of Tampa, FL.

"D.K.C thing with this way-cool drawing. Gramps looks a tad confused though.

Julio Estrada of S. Portland, ME sends us this fine portrait of, "Gonan." Nice render! And what a cute little scene, he must be having guests for dinner.

And the winner is..."ACE" from Santa Cruz, CA. This one went for just so many reasons: Montaur is pumped up & mean, lookin' the staging is excellent, and it's a situation we all here can relate to. "Tuna-X", I love it!

Sony PSX • Saturn
Neo • Neo CD
NEC FX • PC - Engine

DOMESTIC:
SNES • Sega
3DO • JAG

PHoNe oRDeRS CaLL
714.996.0355
C.O.D.'s WELCOME

Imports:

Prices subject to change without notice. NO REFUNDS 90 day warranty on games and systems. During warranty merchandise is replaced with same item. We reserve the right to refuse any sale or purchase. SNES is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America Inc.
GAMEFAN GEAR

Be the first one on your block to own an official GameFan Gear T-shirt. These awesome shirts are silkscreened on heavy-duty, 100% cotton.

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE!

$12.99 ea.

COMING SOON:
BASEBALL CAPS, STRESS BALLS AND MOUSE PADS!

When ordering please specify Small, Medium, Large or X-Large sizes. Add $3.00 S&H. Send check or money order to: Diehard GameFan Game Gear: 5137 Clareton Drive, Suite #210, Agoura Hills 91301, Allow 8-9 weeks for delivery.

With more attitude than a disgruntled postal worker, the "Postie T" is the perfect attire for all those formal gaming occasions. Order # 001

There's a very cool GameFan logo on the front too!

You too can be large and in charge with the "Mighty Montaur" T.
Order # 002

JAGUAR

Jaguar System Call
Jaguar CD Call
Alien vs Predator $55
Battlefront CD $45
Bladecrusher CD $53
Cannon Fodder $36
Checkered Flag $35
Demolition Man CD $56
Domino $66
Dragon's Lair CD $56
Fight for Life $56
Flashback $52
Highlander CD $52
House of the Dead $59
Iron Soldier $59
Kasumi Ninja $59
Rayman $59
Space Wars $58
Synopsis $58
Tempo 2000 $48
Thermopark Call
Ultra Vortex Call
AND MANY MORE...

PlayStation

PlayStation System Call
Ape Escape Call
Cosmic Race Call
Crime Crackers Call
Cuphead Call
Dino Field Call
Motor GP Call
Pendulum Call
Phantasy Call
Rebel Call
Resident Evil Call
AND MANY MORE...

3DO

3DO System Call
Renaissance $66
Renaissance CD $76
Renaissance Gold $129
Renaissance Silver $76
Rockin' Relay $79
Space Wars $76
Sonic CD $79
Super Stuntman $79
AND MANY MORE...

SATURN

Saturn System Call
Clockwork Knight Call
Dynamite USA Call
Dragon Panzer Call
Goth $48
Grimy Goal Call
Hyper Horse Call
Fiction Fighter Call
AND MANY MORE...

DON'T WASTE TIME WITH ANYONE ELSE.


We can ship overnight for just $6. No hidden costs. Our selection is second to none. And when you order, you'll be assisted by our sales staff of game enthusiasts, who are happy to help find just the right game for you.

There's no guarantee anywhere. Don't waste time with anyone else—mark your first stop Gameware Express. Where the games are.

AIRBORNE EXPRESS

FedEx

(504)926-1413
PO. BOX 46060 BATON ROUGE, LA 70895

No one can beat our next gen game selection!

Overnight shipping. $6.

SUPER NINTENDO

Bobby's World $33
Deep Space Nine $56
Donkey Kong Country $59
Earthworm Jim $59
Eld Squad $52
Fetal Furry Special $60
Final Fantasy III $62
Flinstones $56
George Foreman Boxing $59
Hercules $60
House of the Dead $59
 kamikaze $60
mightymix $57
NBA Jam $62
NBA Final Four $55
Rose of the Phoenix $58
Spiderman $58
Syphon Filter $148
Star Fox $112
AND MANY MORE...

GENESIS

Jury Duty $49
Batman & Robin $49
Grape Champion CD $49
I Am Solar $51
Jared $50
Metal Scratch $53
Kawasaki Superbike $53
Mega Man $44
Mega Man 3 $50
Mega Man $50
NBA Jam $50
Real Bash $50
Shining Force 2 $53
Spiderman TV $53
Turok $50
X-Men $50
AND MANY MORE...

We are the Jaguar specialists—call today!

Visa MasterCard. Money Orders and Personal Checks accepted. Add $5 for C.O.D. Price availability subject to change. All sales final. Louisiana residents add 9% sales tax. Web site: www.gamefan.com/GameFanGear.com
ORDER YOUR SEGA SATURN TODAY!

- Astal
- Grand Chaser
- Shin Shinobi Den
- Panzer Dragoon
- Daytona USA
- Blue Seed

COMING SOON:
- Gradius III
- Battle Monsters
- Grand Chaser
- Parodius
- X-Men

Check this out! It's for Daytona USA.

Call for additional game info.

GET YOUR PLAYSTATION AT THE 32-BIT SYSTEM HEADQUARTERS!

- Arc the Lad
- Jumping Flash
- Rayman
- Darkstalkers
- Gunsers Heaven
- Tokken

DON'T FORGET ABOUT 16-BIT... CHECK OUT THESE AWESOME MEGADRIVE GAMES IN STOCK NOW! CALL FOR DETAILS!

- Alien Soldier
- Light Crusader
- SURGING AURA
- DRAGON SLAYER
- YU YU HAKUSHO
- STORY OF THOR
- ROCKMAN MEGA WORLD
- Lunar Eternal Blue

HOT NEW JAGUAR TITLES!

- Ultra Vortex
- Rayman

SUPER FAMICOM AVAILABLE NOW

- Rockman 7
- Front Mission
- Captain Commando
- Great Battle IV
- Breath of Fire
- FX Fighters
- Super Fire Pro Wrestling Special
- Lady Stalker
- Dragon Ball Z (RPG)
- Nosferatu
- Dragon Ball Z 3
- Albert Odyssey 2
- Yu Yu Hakusho 3
- Yu Yu Hakusho Final Battle Tycoon
- Chrono Trigger
AMERICAN & IMPORT 3DO!

CALL FOR PRICES
- Strahl
- D’s Diner
- Yu Yu Hakusho
- Tetsujin 2 (import)
- Dragon Tycoon EDGE
- (import)
- Policenauts
- Sailor Moon S

Gex
Yu Yu Hakusho
Sailor Moon S
Dragon Tycoon EDGE

SLAM ‘N’ JAM
KILLING TIME
GEX
FIFA SOCCER
FLASHBACK
NEED FOR SPEED
IMMERCENARY
SPR. STREET FIGHTER II TE

DIEHARD IS NOW TAKING SPECIAL ORDERS FOR GARAGE KITS FROM JAPAN!

MAI
CAMMY
FIST OF THE NORTHSTAR

AVAILABLE NOW:
- MOTHER BASE
- SHADOW SQUADRON
- NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB
- SONIC CHAOTIX
- SPACE HARRIER: $29.99

AVAILABLE NOW...
SEGA’S
32X!

DONKEY KONG COUNTRY ARRANGED CD
SAMURAI SHODOWN REMIX
VIRTUAL FIGHTER 2 CD
GALAXY FIGHT

For Fast Overnight Delivery Call
818-865-2599
OR FAX YOUR ORDER: (818) 865-2595
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR PHONE NUMBER!

C.O.D.s WELCOME
PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NO REFUNDS

VISIT THE DIEHARD GAMERS CLUB STORE NEAR YOU!
(Mall order service not available at the following locations.)

948 W. Dundee Rd.
Arlington Hts., IL 60004
(708) 253-GAME

343 Coliseum Ave.
Nashua, NH 03063
(603) 881-8884

3035 Walton Blvd.
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
(810) 340-8808

8356 Mills Dr.
Town & Country Center
Miami, FL 33183
(305) 271-7197

9105 No. Division
Spokane, WA 99218
(509) 468-4246

Ventura Mall
Perryville Rd & Walton Dr.
Rockford, IL
(815) 395-1123

1508 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset, NY
(516) 627-6200

721 Central Expressway
Plano, TX 75075
(214) 422-5567

INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED.
COMING SOON:
- Washington D.C.
- El Paso, TX
- St. Louis, MO
- New Orleans, LA
- Chattanooga, TN
- Springfield, MO

TRY OUT A DEMO ZONE!
$10.00 BONUS
Receive a $10 BONUS when you sell back 10 or more 3DO Titles. This coupon must be included with your cartridges. No copies accepted. Limit 1 coupon per customer per month. Cartridges must be received by May 30, 1995.

Send us your old cartridges
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice
Prices in this ad are good thru 5/30/95

Used SEGA 32X Cartridges

To Sell Cartridges
1. On a 3"x5" index card, write your name, complete address, phone number and a list of all the cartridges with the price you want. Please also indicate if you want to be paid for your old cartridges or if you do not remember the price.
2. If you would like to purchase new cartridges with this money or they are take-backs please enclosed a list of all the cartridges you would like to purchase. Each time we buy new cartridges we will pay the next person at that price. Please indicate if you want the shipping and handling charge for each item. If you would like to be paid for your old cartridges, please indicate the amount for each item.
3. Pack your cartridges, all paperwork and bonus coupons in a box. Send the box to the address below, or register your old cartridges on the website. If you are sending your old cartridges, please indicate the amount for each item.
4. Your check will normally be mailed within 3 working days of receiving your cartridges.

To Buy Cartridges
1. On a 3"x5" index card, write your name, complete address, phone number and a list of all the cartridges you would like to purchase. Each time we buy new cartridges we will pay the next person at that price. Please indicate if you want the shipping and handling charge for each item.
2. You will receive a confirmation e-mail from us indicating the prices for each item. Including shipping & handling charges ($7.50 for the first item, $0.50 for each additional). When you send us your old cartridges, we will deduct the amount you specified from the price for the new cartridges.
3. Mail the 32X index card with a list of all the cartridges you would like to purchase. Each time we buy new cartridges we will pay the next person at that price. Please indicate if you want the shipping and handling charge for each item.
4. Send your order to the address below.

Send your Cartridges/Orders to:
BRE Software
352 W. Bedford, Suite 104
Fresno, CA 93711

Credit Card Orders Call (209) 432-2684

SUBSCRIBE TO
GAMEFAN FOR JUST:
$24.99
(12 ISSUES)
SEND YOUR CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
DIEHARD GAMEFAN
5137 CLARETON DR. SUITE 210
AGOURA HILLS, CA. 91301
OR CALL:
1-800-454-2637

PLEASE HAVE YOUR VISA OR MASTERCARD READY
Canada and Mexico orders add $10.00. All other foreign orders add $20.00 US funds.
Allow 6 to 8 weeks for your first issue. California residents add 8.25% sales tax.
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NBA JAM

NEW Tournament Edition

$53

ALL NEW JAMS!

MORE SUPER JAMS!

MORE SECRET PLAYERS!

NEW NBA STARS!

PAYTON

KENNEDY

THORPE

OLAJUWA

KUKOC

MAJERLE

MANNING

BOGULES

JOHNSON

SUPER NINTENDO

DISTRIBUTED BY:

TOURNOIAMENT EDITION

SEATTLE SUPERSONICs

ROCKETS

Ewing

CHICAGO BULLs

COMETS

FOR MAIL ORDER CALL: 818-839-8755

All trademarks are registered to their respective owners.
# TO ORDER: 818-839-8755

**NEO- GEO CD**

**SONY PLAY STATION**

**SEGA SATURN**

**SIDEKICK**

**FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH 3DO!!**

---

**SYSTEMS ORDER FORM**

Please send payment with this form to: Tommo Inc., PO Box 862707, Los Angeles, CA 90086-2707

| NAME: | ADDRESS: | TEL: |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QTY.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEO GEO CD WITH ONE GAME</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>$529</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY PLAY STATION WITH ONE GAME</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>$649</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGA SATURN WITH VIRTUA FIGHTER</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>$579</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send check or money order payable to Tommo Inc. (Personal checks require a 10 to 14 days before order is shipped out)

*Call. Residents add 6.25% Sales Tax*  

**SHIPPING METHODS**

- C.O.D. WELCOME  
- Shipping (see shipping methods)

**PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE, NO REFUNDS.**

**TOTAL**
INTRODUCING THE LATEST IN RPG WEAPONRY

SECRET OF EVERMORE

SUPER NINTENDO
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
FLEAS, SLOBBER AND CHRONIC BAD BREATH.

UNLEASHED SUMMER '95.
STRADDLE THE HOTTEST THING ON TWO WHEELS...

...for the adrenaline rush of a lifetime!!! Kawasaki SuperBike Challenge saddles you on real, high-powered Kawasaki motorcycles that scream around a multitude of SuperBike circuits, including the Suzuka 8 Hour Endurance race. With superior graphics and sound, you'll experience lightning fast, realistic motorcycle performance with pit stops, tire wear and ever-changing weather conditions. Blow past the competition and earn points toward your ultimate goal, the SuperBike championship.

Kawasaki SuperBike Challenge is motorcycle racing at its fastest!!

Available at your local retailer for the Sega™ Genesis™, Sega Game Gear™ and Super NES™ game platforms.

TIME WARNER INTERACTIVE

Kawasaki SuperBike Challenge

TIME WARNER INTERACTIVE, INC. 175 Sycamore Drive, Milpitas, CA 95035 • (408) 473-8400, Fax (408) 436-7470